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FOREWORD

This set of lectures was delivered at the Les Houches Summer School in July 1991
as part of a general overview of current themes in particle physics. Although most
of the lectures were of theoretical nature, it was deemed important to present the on-
going experimental activities and their phenomenological implications. In particular, the
LEP results were highlighted in two courses owing to their qualitative and quantitative
importance.

These lectures were concerned about the results on electroweak physics at LEP :
the couplings of the Z boson to fermions, the precise tests of the Standard Model and its
symmetry breaking, the direct search for Higgs bosons and some issues in the charged
- current sector. Particles searches (except for the standard Higgs) were not included
in these lectures. These searches are for the moment negative, but they provide very
strong constraints, in particular in the framework of supersymmetry. The corresponding
limits were discussed in P. Fayet's course.

Four experiments are involved in the LEP experimental programme and I have
tried to use data from all of them. Because of the nature of the exercise, I have given
a preference to pedagogy rather than to completeness or fairness, which often meant a
preference to data from my own experiment, obviously more accessible to me.

Since the School was quickly followed by the Lepton-Photon and EPS Conference
in Geneva, I have consequently updated the results for the written version of these
lectures. This procedure provided for a more consistent set of results. Some new values
published later were included as well, when important. This only reflects the fact that
the writing-up of these lectures proved to be somewhat longer than I expected !

Finally, let me warmly thank : J. Iliopoulos and J. Zinn-Justin for organizing this
very successful school, my colleagues from ALEPH. DELPHI, L3 and OPAL for pro-
viding material and for discussions, and the students who clearly showed their interest
in phenomenology and experimental science through their questions, comments and
participation in discussions.
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1. BASIC FEATURES

1.1. e+e~ annihilation at lowest order

1.1.1. Basics ofe+e~ physics

At energies much below LEP (~ 100 GeV), e+e~ annihilations proceeds dominantly
as an electromagnetic process. The basic interaction is given by photon exchange,
coupled to the electron current and to the current of any particle a, giving a pair aâ in
the final state.

The 7«â coupling is completely determined for a charged point-like particle. Actu-
ally, only point-like fermions are observed in Nature : leptons and quarks are found to
be smaller than 10~3 fm in size.

Because of the universality of the electric charge, e+e~ annihilation is quite a
democratic source of fermions. This process of fermion-antifermion production has
distinct advantages :

- it is simple <ond experimentally clean.
- it is efficient as all the centre of mass energy is used.
- it is theoretically calculable, the fermion current being given by eQ/Zi/t/ , where

Qf is the fcrmion charge in units of c.

In the f+f ~ centre of mass frame, the fermion / angular distribution is given by :

m



where cj is the colour factor (c/ = 1 for leptons, 3 for quarks). After angular integration,

as = Cf Q) avi (2)

with the point-like fermionic cross section

47ra2

(3)37

1.1.2. The Z0 and the Standard Model couplings

As energy increases, it is necessary to include the neutral weak interaction in the
annihilation process. This interaction is mediated by the Z boson

The total annihilation amplitude is given at the lowest order in the SU(2)t x U(I)
Standard Model by

C2

5
(4)

emphasizing the Z propagator and the reduced currents

A
•AP - / [7,, (// - 2 si»HW Qj) - 7,,75 //] /

The neutral current has two pieces - vector and axial -

9Vf = ^ = / / - 2 sitrGw Qf

*f rf ( 6 )

9At = Y = H
where / / is the 3 n ' roni]K>nent of the weak iso.spiii of the left-handed fermion and ê\y
rhe weak mixing angle (shrQw = .•J'<!, ms20,,, = «•'*). Right-handed formions are weak-
isospin singlets and do not participate in the weak currents.

Table 1 gives tin* different couplings.
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Table 1 : Fermionic couplings to the Z0 boson (s2 = sin2dw) in the Minimal Standard
Model. All quark-lepton families are supposed to be universally coupled.

For s2 = 0.23, one gets

vt = vup<on = -0 .08

»« = vup quark = 0.39 (7)

^d = V,lown quark = - 0 . 6 9

The parameter p appearing in the weak amplitude (4) is the ratio of neutral to
charged weak currents and is equal to 1 in the Standard Model at the lowest order :

w — \ (8)p M2
Z cos29w

This relation follows from the assumption in the Minimal Standard Model of a
single doublet of Higgs fields (in fact, any number of doublets would give this result).

Relation (8) provides a working definition of sin26\v in terms of the observed masses
of the weak bosons

sm = 1 - Ml (9)

where g is the SU(2) coupling constant.

1.1.8. Angular distribution at lowest order

Well above threshold (s » 4mj), the differential cross section for e + e " - • / / with
unpolarized e±fs is given by

- 2 Qf Rt \ p , r / ( l +m<Jfl) + 2 atas cosOl

+ l\| f(«;" + ><;){«} + i'/)ll + «w3l») + S IhVt

(10)

rntm I



where the 3 terms arise from 7-exchange, y-Z interference and Z-exchange, respectively.
The quantity \ »s defined as

Y —
s Ml

2 Vie2 ' T-
(11)

The interference term vanishes at resonance (s — Mf) since Re\ is proportional
to (s — M | ) . This is to be expected because the 7-exchange amplitude is real, while Z-
exchange follows the Z Breit-Wigner amplitude which is purely imaginery at resonance.

Contrary to the situation at lower energies where the distribution follows a
(1 + COs2B) dependence, the term proportional to cos$ makes the angular distribution
asymmetric (Fig. 1).

Figure 1 : Differential cross section for the process C+e~ —» / /

A forward-backward asymmetry is defined

Integrating owr the complete angular range leads to an average asymmetry



ÉJl^LÊdfl
/o d<Tf + / -1 dcrf

NF - NB

NF +

% (-Qf Rex +2\X\2

{ }

~ Q)-ÏQS vevf Rex + (a? + v*)(aj + vj)

At the Z pole, \X\ > 1 and therefore

(14)

_ 3

4

introducing the notation

Since { .4 / ) W J is proportional to the product vevj, it is expected (see Table 1 and
values (7)) to be small for quarks and very small for leptons (Fig. 2) :

{Af)Mt ~ 1.9 10~2 leptons (for sin29w = .23)

8.1 10"2 up quarks (16)

11.2 10 ~2 down quarks

Assuming lepton universality

i.e. a quadratic dciwiulcncc for the small quantity «y/rt/ which is not able to tell its
sign.
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Figure 2 : Forward-backward asymmetry averaged over solid angle for the process

c+e'" —» / / . The value al s = M\ is proportional to vevf.

It should be reminded that the e+e~ final state is more complicated because the
t-channel diagrams also contribute

giving a steep forward peak in the differential cross section (Fig. 3). It is necessary to
substract this contribution when extracting the s-channel information.

J. 1.4. Integrated cross section and Z resonance parameters

Integrating Eq. (10) gives

°f [<?/ " 2 0/«'«»/ ReX + (a* + »?)(«} + vj) |.V|2] (18)
Near resonance, the interference term is small and the cross section is well approx-

imated by the last term

[(.S - M*)
(19)
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1(KKX)

1000

-1

a)

O

b)

Figure S : Differential cross section for e+e~ -» e + e" at first order showing the different
contributions at the Z peak (a) and 800 MeV below (b) '1I.

It is instructive to express <r/ in terms of Z-decay partial widths, F/ = T[Z —* / / )

(20)

+ A
(21)

E<j. (21) is rxjiotly wiiat is oxpwtcd from unitnrity and rmuiancc behaviour.
It is clear timt the* Z Hiw-shsiiM' uicasuroment for any / / Kunl state provides values

for Mz ami T%. Tin- absolute rate then yields the product F1T/.
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Since Fe is obtained from ar. a Y\t, it is possible to derive all the F/ values
(Fig. 4).

rerf

Figure 4 ' Z line-shape in the process e+e~ —> / / showing
the resonance observables.

All 'visible' final states can be accounted for in this way leaving only the 'in-
visible' states undetected i.e. neutrino-antineutrino pairs or similar pairs of neutral
weakly-interacting long-lived particles. It is therefore possible to directly measure the
corresponding 'invisible' width, Fjn,,

(22)

where the sum runs over all visible final states.

1.1.5. Cross sections with polarized beams

Helicity-reversal of one of the incident leptons is a test, of P conservation (Fig. 5).
If the cross sections are different for the 2 helicity states, then P is violated as ex-

pected from the weak neutral current. With a neutral current of the form
^7""(Pe ~ Gf75)*N w e *l° n ° t expect maximal P violation as in the charged current
ëy1^ 1 — 75)1'. Hero P violation will be a small effect since ve ~ 0.

If A-(A+) is the initial electron (positron) holidty, the differential cross section
roads

=(1-4A_A+)<r, + 2 ( A + - A -

12
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where

(1 + cos20)Fo + 2 cos0 Fi

(l + cos20)F2 + 2 co.s0 F3

F0 = Q) - 2 Q/ t>e*;/ fleX + (aï + «*)(a} + »}

F, = - 2 Q/ aeaf Rex + 4 aeveafVf \x\2

F2 = - 2 Q/ aevf Rex + 2 aeve (a} + wj) | \ f

F3 = - 2 Qf aJV6 Rtx + 2 (a2, + i»2) a/w, |x|2

(24)

(25)

Figure 5 : A dependence of the cross section for e+e —» / / on <Ae electron
helicity means parity violation in the process.

As expected at high energy, only LR and RL states contribute (s > 4rri|.)

giving an asymmetry between the rates for the processes ff and

the iiiipolarizod cross s<Tti«n being simply

(26)

(27)

(28)
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r

The average beam helicity asymmetry is obtained integrating over the solid angle.
At the Z peak

<^>«ï--fïÎÊ = -^ (29)

which is independent of the nature of the final state.
Because the initial state only involves 2 helicity states it is sufficient to polarize

only one beam, say the electrons. If a polarization Pe is reached, the cross section for
annihilation with unpolarized positrons is

(30)

and the experimental helicity asymmetry is reduced by the factor Pe.

1,1.6. Polarization of final state, fermions

For unpolarized beams, the observation of a non-zero polarization of a final state
fermion means P violation (see figure 5, reversing initial and final fermions). In the
high-energy limit (s S> 4m?.) only fifn and fnfi final states are produced and it is
enough to specify the helicity A/ of the fermion / , keeping in mind that

Xf = - Xj (31)

yielding opposite polarizations

Pf = 2(A/) = - Pf (32)

The differential cross section for producing a fermion with helicity A/ is

(33)

where 0-3 is obtained from /72 by exchanging e and / indices

CT3 = (T2(C <-> f )

3 r 1 (34)

= - <-f(Tp, I( 1 + COaO)F3 + 2 cosO F2s L J
It is straightforward to œmputc the fermion polarization

Pi — TTt . f » . , , i f: (35)
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Averaging over the whole solid angle at the resonance

(36)

(Pf) is sensitive to the sign of (^)j as expected for a P-violating quantity.
We shall see later how Pf can be measured in practice for r leptons.

1.2. Higher orders

1.2.1. The need for calculations at higher orders

All the preceding formulas are derived in the Bom approximation (lowest order in
the electroweak theory). In fact, this is not sufficient because :

- photon radiation is important, particularly when a sharp resonance is involved,
- measurements at LEP are expected to be very accurate, because of large statistics

and the corresponding improvement in systematic uncertainties.

Therefore, there is a need for more complete calculations including higher orders,
with a precision to be determined in order to match the experimental accuracy.

As an example, we compare two determinations of sin29\y. On the one hand let
us consider the mass relations

r - — l (vt\

sinHw = 1 - ^ (38)

Knowing Mz from accurate LEP measurements^ (91.175 ± .021 GeV), it is pos-
sible to derive Mw and sin?9\v

(40)

with

]/c7
An = . / ~ = 37.2S02 (3) GtV (41)
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On the other hand sin2Ow has been measured in deep-inelastic neutrino scattering
on nucléons'3), involving the couplings of the Z to the quarks.

The two values obtained

I sin^Ow )
Born

= .2122 ± .00014 (42)

( sin20w )
\ Born

couplings
= .233 ± (.003)eIp ± (.005)«* (43)

are not in agreement (Asin26w = (21 ± 6) 10 3) showing either a breakdown of the
Standard Model or more likely at this stage the need for taking into account higher
orders in the calculations.

1.2.2. Mass relations at higher orders

At the 1-loop order, it is possible to compute the corrections to the muon lifetimeM

IG



leading to a modified expression for Eq. (37) :

sm26
w

Ar) (44)

where Ar receives its dominant contribution (ArEM ) from the running of a from Q2 = 0
to Q2 = Mw- This evolution is dominated by light particles (leptons and light quarks)
and does not contain in principle new physics. In practice'5'

Aa a V ^ / . Ml 5\
&rEM = = 7r~ / I «* —5" ~ 0 ) leptons

a 37T ^-^ \ vfi^ 3 /

(45)

ds -7 \".f 2 • x quarks
3T y4mj

where iZfcn(f(s) is obtained from experimental values for <r(e+e~ —+ hadrons). One getst^

Ar^A/ = (3.15 + 2.88 ± .09) 10"2

leptons qtiarks (46)

= (6.03 ± .09) 10"2

The remaining contribution (Ar\v ) to Ar depends on unknown physics, for example
the masses of the top quark and of the Higgs boson. More precisely'7'

Arw = -^Ap + Ar'w (47)
S

where Ap contains the leading contributions coming from (heavy) fermions with a large
SU(2) breaking. This is the case for the t — b doublet with m« — m& > 85 GeV. In this
case'8' :

A, c APtop = M ^ m2 ( 4 8 )

The quadratic dependence is obtained because of the Higgs-fermion pair coupling
proportional to m/ (remember that longitudinal W and Z components - helicity 0
states, only present with massive spin 1 particles - are derived from the Higgs fields in
the Standard symmetry-breaking mechanism).

The Ar\v term in Eq. (47) com<\s from non-leading contributions of quarks and
leptons ((A/'iiO9,f — 0.55 10~2) and unknown terms (top and Higgs) :

m if ;*• .Vu -

17



The final correction Ar therefore depends on mt and m//. Results^ are given in
figure 6. Higher-order terms can be resummed.

40 80 120 160 200
m, (GeV)

Figure 6 : The higher-order mass correction Ar depends on the masses of the top quark
(mt) and the Higgs boson (mn)- The experimental lower limit on mt is

Schematically

1 + Ar + (Ar)2 + , 1
1-Ar

leading to a more precise expression

na
y/2 M'z StJi2Ow 1 — Ar

and corresponding relations for Mfv and .si»?.2 Bw

(51)

(52)

(53)

(54)

IS



With the values considered previously and Ar = 0.05 (m< ~ 120 GeV and
mH ~ 100-1000 GeV), one gets

)
all order*

= .228 (55)

i\fz
in good agreement with the neutrino-scattering value. It is now clear that (i) higher
orders must be included and (ii) precise measurements of vector boson masses and
couplings will enable us within the Standard Model to determine the top quark
mass and possibly to give information on the Higgs boson mass.

The same information can in principle be obtained from a precise measurement of
the VV mass. Once Mz is precisely known, Mw can be computed using the same input
as before

Mu- =S0.92 GeV 1st order (56)

S0.11 GeV all orders (57)

i.e. a shift of ~ SOO MeV to be compared with typical uncertainties of ~ 300 MeV in
the present determinations of UA2 and CDF experiments'11' :

Mu- = (S0.35 ± .33 ± .17) GtV (V'A2)m

(70.91 ± .39) GeV (CDF)

which are in good agreement with (57).

1.2.3. Photonic radiative corrections in e+e~ —> / /

The addition of photon lines to the basic process e+e.~ —» 7, Z —> / / forms a gauge
invariant subset

(bremsstrahlun^ (vertices) (boxes)

Thesr processes «'present the dominant effect of radiative corrections. The correc-
tions are wry largo and lead to a ehnrnctcristic distortion of the Z line-shape. Further-

* In fact. UA2 meantm:* tbv. ratio Mw/My. Thr. value for Mw has been obtained
using the. My measuir.mr.ut from LEP.

10



more, they exhibit a strong dependence on experimental cuts : in the
bremsstrahlung processes, the visibility of the / / final state (depending on its energy,
mass, longitudinal momentum...) is clearly related to the energy of the radiated photon.

The calculations involve only well-known QED with a(0) : no new physics is in-
volved. In fact, there is good agreement between the different approaches.

Corrections are dominated by initial state radiation which can be modelled through
a 'radiator1 function H(x,s)

<r(s)= I dx H(x,S)(T0(S
1) (59)

Jo

with s' = s(l — x), where x is the fraction of beam energy taken by the radiated photon

x = 1

ER

(60)

e+e
Figure 7 shows the effect of photonic corrections on the Z line shape in the channel

/*+/«~ : the main effects are'12' (i) a reduction in the peak cross section by a
factor (0.745 ± 0.001), (ii) an upward mass shift of (112 ± 2) MeV and (iii) a width
increase of (398 ± 5) MeV.

lowest order QED

1 order corrected

-1 2
(GeV)

Figure 7 : Muon-pair line.'shape at .iv.vr.Tal stages of corrections^ : QED uncorrectcd
(fine dashed line), fir.it order QED-corrcctions (dashed line) and second order
exponentiated corrections (solid line). The minimum s' is 1 GeV1.

It is clrar from those numbers that the effoots nre lnrgt1, but accurately computed.
The precision in t\\o ralrulntions aro .sf.ill .small oompjiml to the «experimental .statistical
and systematic accuracies of the experiments : typically, l.C % + 0.6 % for the peak
cross section. 10 MeV + 20 MeV for the mass and 17 MeV + 5 MeV for the width.

20



1.2.4- Non-photonic corrections

Full electroweak radiative corrections must be considered, i.e. diagrams of the
generic types

W, Z

These contributions can be large (compared to the experimental accuracies), but
they come from only virtual processes and therefore are not affected by experimental
cuts. However, they contain hidden physics (heavy fermions, Higgs bosons).

It is remarkable that most of these corrections can be absorbed into 'running*
coupling constants while preserving the formulas at the Born approximation'7'. This
procedure is thereby called the 'improved Born approximation'.

The same idea exists already in good old QED. After resumming all orders for the
loop diagrams

the amplitude A can be written as

2 1
A=*-

s 1 H-H77 (s)

where the additional .s dependence can be lumped into a running charge

»2
v ' i + n77(.s)

The amplitude for e+c~ —» / / in the improved Born approximation reads

(61)

(62)

A = Q.Q, 7 Ar) • Af)

/ 2 Gr fir) /(/)

(63)
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where

(64)

/ - 2Qf 3in29w]
J (65)

One notices the close similarity with Eq. (4) at the lowest order, with running
couplings and the modified Breit-Wigner form for the Z line-shape.

The approximation can be applied to the mass relations, i.e.

\/2
(66)

- _o 7TCV . -if—-.

* ~ v/2 GF p si29 H

It should be remarked that Gf is not made to run, a procedure which can be safely
justified^13'.

Eq. (9) can be generalized to

(68)

7
Finally, as given in section 1.2.2., the leading term in p is given by the top contri-

bution

- * + • • • <•>

The basic input in the description is chosen to be

since they are the most accurately measured physical quantities. Any observable can
then be calculated up to the unknown top quark and Higgs masses. All couplings are
evaluated sit the M% scnle with simple formulas which are accurate up to very small
corrections. We shall conic back to this in Section 5.



2. MACHINE AND DETECTORS

2.1. The LEP machine

2.1.1. Basic design criteria

LEP is a rather extraordinary machine, the largest scientific instrument ever built.
Its size can be understood in terms of basic physical principles and simple economics.

First, the physics goals impose the energy : Z resonance (y/s ~ 91 GeV), W+W~
production (y/s ~ 160 GeV). To be conservative and to allow for the maximum discovery
potential, the design called for a 2 x 100 GeV e± ring.

Then, we all know that accelerated charges radiate. For particles in a circular orbit
in a static magnetic field, this is called 'synchrotron radiation' with an energy lost per
turn behaving like

ESR ~ — ~ =& (70)
P P

On one hand, for a given maximum energy E, the radiated power loss calls for
a large radius p. On the other hand, the cost of tunnels, magnets and vacuum is
proportional to the circumference. Very schematically the total cost C can be split
between these two major contributions

C = a — + 0p (71)
P

Minimizing the cost at a fixed energy requires

and therefore

(73)

The cost-optimized machine has a radius growing as E2 and so dors the cost. It is
interesting to notice that the magnetic field scales as E~*

2?~-~4 (74)
p E

and therefore a high-energy r* ring lias to bo largo with low-field magnets. Unlike;
proton machines, < * rings do not rail for superconducting dipole magnets ?

It is interesting that those simple scaling laws an* rather well followed between
PETHA and LEP with a fivefold incrrasr in beam otwrgy (Table 2).
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PETRA

LEP

Emax (GeV)

22

100

Circumference (km)

1.1

27

B(T)

.35

.07

Table 2 : Basic parameters of PETRA and PEP.

To compensate for the synchrotron radiation loss, the beams are accelerated twice
a turn by RF cavities (350 MHz), and therefore the beams aie bunched (az ~ 1 cm).
The E* dependence is very demanding as the total energy to be supplied for each turn
goes from 0.12 GeV at the Z resonance to 2.85 GeV at 200 GeV total energy. These
energies have to be supplied essentially DC.

LEP has quite a complex injection scheme. In the LIL linac, positrons are produced
by 300 MeV electrons. Both can be (independently) accelerated to 500 MeV and stored
in EPA, accelerated in the PS up to 3.5 GeV, in the SPS up to 22 GeV and then
injected in the LEP ring to be accelerated to the final energy. This complicated process
works ! The difficulties are even compounded by also accelerating protons in the PS
and SPS in a rather complex accelerating cycle. Nevertheless, injecting particles in
LEP requires a large number of sophisticated facilities which should all be in operating
conditions together. This has been so far a major cause of inefficiency in the overall
LEP operation.

2.1.2. Luminosity

Frontal collisions occur between incoming bunches. The rate for any type of col-
lisions depends on the intensities and on the focussing of the bunches. Calling S the
common bunch cross section and N± the number of particles in each bunch, the number
of collisions per crossing for a given physical process with cross section a. is

(75)

In fact, bunches are gaussian-distributed in the three dimensions. In particular,

with
S = 47T

(76)

(77)

The event rate per second of a given process is therefore

, . , N+N-
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and defines the luminosity

(79)

where n& is the number of bunches of each type in the machine and / is the revolution
frequency

/ = | (80)

where L is the machine circumference. In LEP / ~ 11 kHz and so far only rib = 4
bunches have been used. There are plans to increase the luminosity by going to 8 and
possibly 36 bunches.

To achieve good luminosity, one wants to increase the intensities and reduce the
bunch cross section. However, the 'beam-beam' limit is approached : the opposite
bunch acts as a lens on a given particle and the effect grows stronger with a larger
bunch density. The limit is usually achieved in only one dimension, using 'flat beams'.
In LEP the bunch size is given typically by az ~ 20 fim in the vertical direction and
by Ox ~ 150 /xm in the horizontal plane.

The design luminosity of LEP is 1.6 1031 cm"2 s~i at the Z resonance energy.

2.1.3. Energy calibration

(a) beam energy dispersion

The energy of each stored particle fluctuates because synchrotron radiation is com-
pensated only on the average by the RF system. The energy dispersion is typically 10~3

of the beam energy, i.e. erg ~ 45 MeV at the Z energy.
This value appears small compared to the natural width of the Z (2.5 GeV), but

it will produce a small broadening of the ? resonance which can be easily corrected

ATZ ~ V-3

This still leaves open the problem of knowing accurately the beam calibration i.e.
[Ep) in absolute terms in order to measure precisely the Z mass.

(b) energy calibration by direct magnetic field measurement

From the expression of the Lorentz force

I = .» „ * - . § x B ,82,
the total momentum /7 of a stored electron is given by a loop integral of the vertical
component of the magnetic fiold (Fig. S)

tW = c ds Bv

p= ^- / D
(83)

9ds
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Figure 8 : Ekctron motion in a magnetic field B.

The measurement of the integral is achieved with flux loops around all LEP mag-
nets. The voltage developed when the field is ramped up is proportional to the beam
momentum

dBy
dt

ds (84)

Integrating over time up to the running value of the magnetic field yields an absolute
calibration of the beam energy. The relative accuracy is 3 10~4 i.e. 27 MeV on the total
energy at the Z peak.

(c) energy calibration with protons

By storing protons in LEP, it is also possible to get an absolute calibration of
the momentum. First positrons are stored on the central orbit at 20 GeV i.e. with a
velocity equal to c within 10"l0. The revolution frequency is given by the ratio of the
RF frequency to the chosen harmonic number n which turns out to be about 31000 in
LEP

/ = (85)fllF £
H L

and hence from the knowledge of fnt\ <>'»' tun deduce the orbit length L. Since fnF ' s

known to ± 10 Hz the closed orbit length (~ 27 km) can be determined to an accuracy
of 0.8 mm !

Then protons are stored on the» same orbit., with the samp momentum p. However
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their revolution frequency /„ is different

with /}p = 0.9989. Measuring /„ yields /3p and hence p through

P =

(86)

(87)

The calibration is better done at low energy (in practice near the injection energy,
20 GeV) since

(88)
Ap _ 2 A/?p

P Pp

and it yields an accuracy of 2 10"1 corresponding to 20 MeV on the total energy at the
Z resonance.

(d) energy calibration by resonant depolarization

Beams stored on a closed orbit get polarized by synchrotron radiation : radiation
by electrons with their spin parallel or antiparallel to the magnetic fied occurs at a
very slightly different rates, resulting in a slow buildup of polarization. Theoretically
a polarization of about 92 % can be achieved, but several depolarizing effects come
into play to limit the actual value. So far polarization values around 10 % have been
obtained in LEP (Fig. 9)f14l.

A<Y>
(microns)

Figure 9

Oh 1h 2h Bh
day time (hrs)

11h 12h 13h
day H I M (hrs)

First evidence for transverse beam •polarization in LEI^1*'. A < y > is a
vertical shift of laner photons Com,pton-backscattcrr.d on the beam. Non-zero
values for the shift indicate a non-zero polarization of the beam. Values
indicated with an "x * are obtained when the laser photon helicity is flipped,
reversing the effect The dashed line is the expected time behaviour, showing
sequences of polarization buildup and depolarization.



By applying an external field at a frequency

w = Wp ± kuc

where wp and wc are respectively the precession and the cyclotron frequencies, and k is
an integer, resonant depolarization occurs. Spin resonances are spaced every 440 MeV
(see next section).

When applied later this year, this method should produce a very accurate cali-
bration of the beam energy at the 10~5 level, i.e. ~ 1 MeV on the centre of mass
energy.

2.1.4. Spin motion in a storage ring

Recall the circular motion of a non-relativistic particle with spin S in a magnetic
field B (Fig. 10).

Figure 10 : Spin motion for an electron on a circular orbit
in a magnetic field B.

On one hand, the magnetic moment is

? = 9PB§ (89)

hence the spin precesses around B with a Larmor frequency u>p. The Bohr magneton
is ftB = 57J. On the other hand, the cyclotron frequency wc measures the revolution
frequency. One has

eB
We = W0 = (90)

^P = § u* (91)

and the frequency difference is proportionnai to the magnetic anomaly a

u!p -uic = (^pJ W0 = aw0 (92)
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where a = 1.16 10 3 C^ — for electrons and positrons (recall that a is experimentally
known with a precision of 5 10~ n) . Since a is non-zero, the spin vector is slightly
rotated after the particle has completed a full turn.

The same result is obtained for relativistic particles. Both the cyclotron and the
precession frequencies are changed and depend now on the particle velocity through the
Lorentz factor 7 :

/ 1 \ ( 9 3 )

9 f l \9
= - W0 -

1\

- I

but it is easy to check that Eq. (92) is preserved.
Let us apply these results to LEP with 7 = •£ ~ 9 104 and

vc = 2n u)c = j ~ 11 kHz
(94)

U0 = 109 Hz

giving

vv ~ d i / f l ~ 106 Hz > i/c . (95)

The number of precessions for each turn is

np = ^ ~ 7a ~ 104 (96)

Spin resonances occur when applying a magnetic field at frequencies

v = Vp ± A: vc

= v(l±-) ( 9 7 )

resulting in an energy spacing

= - = 440 MeV
a

This value for AEn has important consequences :

(i) since AEp •< F^, it is possible to operate at a centre of mass energy close to the
peak and between two consecutive resonances.

(ii) unfortunately, AEa is n o f t o ° lnrge compared to the energy dispersion a(Ea) ~ 45
MoV. Iu fact, stored particles are at ± ôa from resonances in the best case. While
this appears to be safe at any given time, it is clear that particles do move in the
beam phase space so that excursions around spin resonances will not be !infrequent
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given the long lifetime of the stored beams
depolarizing effect.

2.1.5. LEP performances

10 hours or more). This is the main

"1Typical peak luminosities achieved are 4 1030 cm"2 s"1 and 7 1030 cm"2 s
in 1990 and 1991, respectively. These values are below the design figure of
1.6 1031 cm"2 s"1. Some improvements are still to be expected.

Regardless of the value for the peak luminosity it is important to maintain a good
overall efficiency, i.e. the ratio of the time when beams are stored and collide to the
scheduled time for LEP. This efficiency is only 47 % and is affected by a large diversity
of possible breakdowns in the injection chain.

The integrated luminosities, expressed in pb"1 , are given in figure 11 for 1990 and
1991.

pdarns-l

IH LEP OPERATIONS 1991 m
INTEGRATED LUMINOSITY 1990/1991

CALCULATED ROM BEAM CURRENTS

1/5 1/6 1/7 1/8 1/9
calendar days 1991

Figure 11 : Integrated luminosities obtained at LEP in 1990 (lower curve)
and 1991 (upper curve).

2.2. The detectors

2.2.1. Detection of charged and neutral particles

Charged particle multiplicities range from 2 (leptonic production) to values up
to ~ 40 for harircnic production (Fig. 12). The particle detectors thus require good
granularity and must measmc particle momenta up to 100 GeV with a good precision.

As an exemple, the TPC of ALEPH contains n large volume of gas (4S m3) which
is ionized by charged particles (Fig. 13).
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10 15 20 25 30 35 40
CHARGEO MULTIPLICITY

Figure 12 : Observed charged multiplicity in e+e -> hadrons at the Z

COIL
WIRC CHnHBCRS

WCR ntto are

MW1I1C HV Plane

^ CharRtd Panicle

Figure 13 : The ALEPH TPd-1^ : (a) the general structure, showing ike two halves with
their wire-chamber end-faces, (b) the operation principle including (1) gas ionization.
(2) electron drift and (.'}) signal amplification in the. wire chambers. The field cage
ensures an homogeneous drift electric field E parallel to the magnetic field B created by
the superconducting coil.
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Ionization electrons drift along electric È and magnetic B field lines up to end-plates
made of proportional chambers where the signal is amplified. The strong magnetic field
(1.5 T) produced by a large solenoid keeps the transverse diffusion down over the long
drift up to 2.4 m. Space points aie measured along the particle helical trajectory :
transverse coordinates are obtained with induced signals on cathodic pads, while the
longitudinal coordinate follows from the drift time. Spatial precision of 150 ^m and 1
mm are achieved, respectively. The resulting accuracy on the transverse momentum is
observed to be (Fig. 15)

Ap7

Pl
= 8 1(T4 GeVr-l (99)

A typical hadronic Z decay is shown in figure 14.
Neutral particles are detected in calorimeters, electromagnetic (for photons) and

hadronic (for A'£'s and neutrons). The best energy resolution on photons and electrons
is obtained in the BGO calorimeter of L3 with ^f ~ 1.4 % at 45 GeV (Fig. 16).

14 : Typical hadronù: Z decay in the ALEPH detector.
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Figure 15 : Charged particle momentum measurement in the ALEPH TPC
using e + e~ —> n+ft~ '17J.

0.7 0.75 0.S 0.85 0.» 0.»5 I t.OS 1.1

Figtire 16 : Measurement of electron energy in LS BGO calorimeters
for Bhabha e v e ^
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2.2.2. Rejection of backgrounds

Detection of e+e~ —» / / events has to cope with the following backgrounds
(Fig. 17) :

-K- beam-gas

yy-induced

cosmics

Figure 17 : Sckcmaiic side view of different processes occuring in an e+e detector.
The beams are colliding along the horizontal axis.

(a) beam-gas interactions, eiV —» e + X, which are characterized by a pronounced
forward-backward asymmetry, a low visible energy, an overall positive charge orig-
inating from the nuclear fragments. In addition, they are distributed evenly along
the beam line, whereas annihilation events originate from the interaction volume,
about 1 cm long.

(b) 77-induced processes are dominated by low q2 photons and show a large longitu-
dinal boost and a low visible energy, as beam-gas events.

e e

(c) rnsmics are removed by timing and geometrical cuts.
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2.2.3. Identification of f f final states

The topological properties of the different final states are given in Table 3.

reaction

e^e~ —»e+e~
e+e~ —> /.I+/i~

e+e~ —> T+T~

e+e~ -+ qq

Topology

2 collinear particles with full energy ;
e/fi identification

low multiplicity (2 to 6) and
missing energy (neutrinos)

large multiplicity, jets and full energy

Table S : Characteristics of e+e~ —» / / events.

Particle identification is crucial to separate electrons and muons. Since r decays
involve also hadronic final states, a full electron-muon-hadron separation is necessary.

Electrons are identified in electromagnetic calorimeters, taking advantage of their
characteristic shower behaviour in high-.2? materials. Longitudinal and transverse seg-
mentation are important to achieve this task (Fig. 18).

The ALEPH electromagnetic calorimeter uses 45 layers with lead absorbers and
active detectors (Fig. 19).

Cathode pads define the transverse segmentation for energy measurement : 74000
solid angle cells ('towers') are used, each longitudinally subdivided in 3 parts to help
with separation of different particle types. The total number of more than 220000
readout electronic channels gives a measure of the complexity of such detectors.

The granularity is optimal since the size of electromagnetic showers is slightly larger
than the cell size. The spatial uniformity of the energy response is better than 2 %.
The principle of electron-hadron separation is shown in figure 20.

Hadrons and muons are separated owing to their behaviour in hadronic calorimeters
made of thick absorbers (the interaction length of hadrons in iron is typically 15 cm).
Hadrons shower and are absorbed, while muons only loose energy by ionization and
eventually sail through.

Other means for particle identification are used : energy loss in a gas {—) and
Ccrcnkov omission as in the DELrHI ring-imnging detector, about to produce some
results.
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electron

minimum-ionizing
(muon, non-interacting hadron)

interacting hadron

Figure 18 : Schematic behaviour of electrons, muons and hadrons
in a fine-grained 'electromagnetic ' calorimeter.

Separation of the four processes e+e —> / / is shown in figure 21 for the OPAL
detector.

2.2.4.Measurement °f luminosity

The principle of the luminosity determination is the measurement of the rate of
a process with a well-known cross section, namely the small-angle Bhabha scattering
dominated by the /-channel photon exchange :

dSl 2s \ fi ) 2s (l-cosOy*

which behaves like 8~A as expected (Rutherford scattering). So

(100)

(101)

exhibiting a sharp rise at. small angles.
Two ring-calorimeters are put in coincidence (Fig. 22), detecting scattering between
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in and Bn

16TT a 2

<T =
«2..

\
(102)

one layer

fiNODE PLRNE

graphited mylar

CflTHODE PLflNE

readout lines

protective cell

45 layers

4 interaction point

Figure. 19 : Thr. principle, of thv. ALEPH elvxtrovuignciic «a/orimeicrl"''. Each module
in built with 45 layer* comprising a lr.ad absorber and viirc. detectors with
cathode pads.
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Figure 20 : Electron-hadron separation in the ALEPH electromagnetic
calorimeter from beam ^
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Figure 21 : Final state separation of r+e~ annihilation events in Ihe OPAL dette-
l! : (a) hadrons from leptons (b) different
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Figure 22 : Schematic arrangement for a luminosity detector.

Taking, for example, Qn = 50 mr, 6max — 100 mr at s = Mf, one gets
- 2 . - 1(T ~ 3.7 10~32 cm2 giving a rate of 0.2 events/a for a luminosity of 5 1030 cm~'5

This rate is comparable to the Z production rate.
The requirement of precise cross section determinations calls for a measurement of

luminosity free of systematic effects below the 1 % level. This is the first time in e+e~
physics when this need occurs, because of the large statistics involved at the Z resonance
allowing precise tests of the theory to be performed. To reach such a precision, it is
important to understand the response of the calorimeters to the small-angle Bhabha
events.

This is usually achieved by comparing data and Monte Carlo distributions in a very
detailed way such as in figure 23 from the L3 experiment.

•o
o
£
in
d

W

LJ

v.
V
Ji
ËË
Z
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1O1
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10'

L3
' ' I ' • • • I ' • ' ' I ' ' • ' I ' ' ' ' .

e •

' • Ooto
. <—i Mont» Carlo

r

r i

Ll

/ \

L r
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0 (mrad)

60 70

Figure 23 Data/Montr. Carlo r.ompariion of nmalUanglt'. Bhabha distributions which
are. important for ihv. tlv.tv.rmination of the. absolute luminosity, from the.
LS e.xpe.rime.néîa\ : (a) coplanarity A^. (b) scattering angle. 9.
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These checks verify the precise definition of the acceptance (remember the n^n
dependence) and the purity of the event sample (accidental coincidences could occur at
small angle because of beam background).

Another aspect of the systematic uncertainties comes from the calculation of the
theoretical cross section. QED corrections beyond the a3 order are needed in the form
of Monte Carlo generators. A factor of about two has been gained since last year in the
accuracy of these corrections.

Table 4 gives the systematic errors for the absolute determination of luminosity
in the four LEP experiments^ (1990 data). A detailed evaluation of the luminosity
measurement in ALEPH can be found in Ref [21].

Experiment
Theory

Total

ALEPH

0.6
0.3

0.7

DELPHI

0.8
0.5

0.9

LZ

0.7
0.5

0.9

OPAL

0.7
0.4

0.8

4 ' Systematic uncertainties (in %) for the measurement
of absolute luminosity in the LEP experiments.

The understanding of the absolute luminosity to below 1 % accuracy is a great
achievement of the LEP experiments.

2.2.5. The emergence of precise vertex detectors

(a) the physics need
Specific investigations of heavy quark and r production require the measurement

of small flight paths of unstable particles. The lifetimes are in the range of 1 ps or below
leading to path lengths of a few mm (Table 5)

produced particle

T

B
D± (from c)

(from b —» r)
D 0 , Df (front r)

(from ft —»<")

(•<•}

1
0.9
O.G
0.3
0.6
0.3

CT (mm)

0.091
0.35
0.32

0.13

path length (mm)

2.3
2.9
4.G
2.3
1.8
0.9

Table 5 : Expected path lengths for heavy particles decaying vieakly. The fraction of
beam energy, (.r). taken by the particle depends on the production process.
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Even if the secondary decay vertex is not explicitly reconstructed, a single track
from the decay (for example, a lepton from a semileptonic decay) carries information
on the decay length through its impact parameter (figure 24).

production,
point

(a) ideal case

measured track,

(b)real life

Figure 24 : Impact parameter S of a particle from the decay of a parent particle. Aver-
aging over all decay configurations, (S) is proportional to the mean decay length (C). In
real life, due to track reconstruction accuracy and to the imperfect determination of the
parent direction, a sign is given to 6 according to whether the secondary track appears
to come from a physical (S > 0) or nnphysical (S < 0) decay.
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Averaging over all situations depending on the momentum of the parent particle
(7), its decay length (r) and the decay configuration (0), we have

[S) = (C sine)

= CT (wy sinO)

where u is gaussian-distributed with a unit variance.
Since typically

7

the mean of the impact parameter is closely related to the quantity of physical interest,
CT.

The distribution of «5 is essentially the convolution of two distributions : an expo-
nential from the decay and a ga.ussian from the measurement resolution. From Table
5, we see that an impact-parameter resolution of better than 100 f.im is required. This
need justifies the introduction of new precise detectors in the LEP experiments.

(b) the realizations

These dedicated detectors should be precise ( < 100 /.im) and located as close as
possible to the interaction point to reduce the extrapolation. This last requirement
depends of course on the radius of the beam pipe in the interaction region, itself de-
termined by background considerations : synchrotron radiation photons should not hit
the pipe and a careful arrangement of masks is worked out to stop the main sources ;
also off-momentum electrons from beam-gas scattering could produce background in a
small radius pipe.

In the first round of LEP experimentation in 1989-90, the pipe radius was kept
at SO mm and only DELPHI experimented a silicon-strip detector. For the 1991 data,
a new beryllium beam pipe was used with a smaller outer radius of 52 mm and all
experiments except L3 installed complete vertex detectors.

As an example, the vertex detector of ALEPH'22' consists of two concentric barrels
of double-sided Si-microstrip detectors positioned around the interaction point. The
junction side of each detector is used to measure the r<j> coordinate whilst the z coor-
dinate is measured by the strips on the ohmic side. On both sides, the strip pitch is
25 fim and readout pitch 100 fim. Low-noise amplifiers are used to measure the charge
collected on each of the 2-3 strips belonging to a cluster. The actual coordinate is
obtained taking the barycentre of the charge distribution.

Accurate coordinate measurements require a good mechanical stability and a well-
defined geometry. For the ALEPH case, the assembly procedure has been carefully
studied to guarantee a strip parallelism within ± 5 fan and a maximum deviation from
the nominal position of each strip in the plane within ± 7 /mi. The intrinsic spatial
resolution was measured using high momentum mnous and turned out to be 12 fan
and 13 /an for r<j> and ; coordinates. Tho corresponding impact-parameter resolutions
are measured to be 20 fim and 34 /mi. Thus these; detectors are quite effective in
reconstructing secondary vertices (see Table 5).

Examples of the usefulness of vertex detectors can now be given :

- measurement of the beam size at the interaction point (figure 25) with gmissinu
widths {149 ± 3) /im in the horizontal plain* and ( 19 ± 3) jnn in the vertical plane.
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the improvement in the determination of the impact parameter can be seen in figure
26 for large px leptons coming from B decays,
the tracking performance of these detectors in a multitrack environment is very
good, as emphasized by the 3-layer DELPHI detector (figure 27).

BEAM CENTER

[100 urn I ALEPH

^MlÙiÉÉÊÊÊIààl)a&.* -

Figure 25 : Measurement of the transverse dimensions of the beam at the interaction
point using dimuon events in ALEPH.
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Figure. 26 : High pr iv.pt.on impact parameter distribution in ALEPH
(a) without and (b) with silicon vertex dete.rJ.oA-~].
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30000.0

Figure 27 : Display of an event registered with the new DELPHI silicon vertex detector.
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3. THE Z RESONANCE

3.1. Overview

The different final states in the process e+e~ —» / / can be separated, as discussed
in section 2.2.3. Displays of typical events are given in figure 28.

Figure 28 : Typical events recorded by the ALEPH detector. The different types are
identified by the charged particle multiplicity, the nature of the final state particles (using
the calorimeter information, both electromagnetic and hadronic) and the energy balance.

At LEP energies, these processes are resonant at the Z mass, thus producing cross
sections well in excess of those previously recorded «it the lower energies of PEP and
PETRA. This is strikingly shown in figure 29.

While e+e~ —^ ff channels strongly exhibit the resonance beh.iviour, pure QED
processes like e+c~ —> 77 continue fo fall like .s~' in the LEP energy r.inge. The large
statistics recorded so far at LEP are entirely the consequence of this fact, despite a
soniewh.it lower luminosity achieved by LEP ("OnIp1

-MCd to the lower energy machines.
At the end of 1990. e.ich LEP detector had recorded between 105 and 2 10s Z

events. By summer 1991. more than K)'1 additional events have been registered by each
experiment. The physics results we are going to discuss are based on statistics ranging
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from 105 to 3 105, depending on the difficulty of the corresponding analyses. For the
written version of these lectures, I have chosen to use the updated results which were
given at the Geneva Conference at the end of July 199l'2'23l.

a (pb)

20 40 60 80 100
Center of Mass Energy Vs (GeV)

Figure 29 : Measured crow sections at PEP, PETRA, TRISTAN and LEP.

For all channels, the experiments achieved triggers with efficiency very close to
100 % and a high level of redundancy (charged particle and a variety of calorimetric
triggers). Generally speaking, the analyses have very low backgrounds (at most a few
% in the most unfavorable case of T+T~ events) and the efficiencies are quite high.

3.2 Z decays to hadrons

S.2.1. Selection of events

All four experiments select hadonic events in rather similar ways. Let mo take the
example of ALEPH, with two independent, selections to reduce systematic errors.

(a) selection on charged particles

It requires at. least. 5 charged particles reconstructed in the TPC above a. polar
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angle of 18.2°. The sum of the energies (assuming pion masses) is required to be larger
than 10 % of the centre of mass energy to avoid events from 77-induced processes.

Distributions of global event parameters, such as the charged multiplicity
(Fig. 12) and the charged energy (Fig. 30) are in good agreement with the Monte
Carlo simulation.
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^CUT /

i /
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ALEPH :

-

0.8 1

Figure SO Distribution of the charged energy in the ALEPH selection of hadronic
events with charged particles^. The rise of the experimental yield below a
value of 0.1 for ECH/ECM *> due to yj-induced events, i.e.
e+e" (e+e ) hadrons.

For each event a sphericity axis is reconstructed by minimizing the sum of the pf
of all particles. The distribution of the polar angle of the sphericity axis is also shown
to agree well with the simulation, reflecting the spin ^ nature of the produced quarks
(Fig. 31).

2000 -

0.4 0.6 0.8

Figure 31 : Distribution of the. cosine, of the. angle of the sphericity
axis with respect to the. beam direction^6'.
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(b) calorimetric selection

Events are required to have an energy of at least 20 % of the centre of mass
energy in both calorimeters, with at least 7 GeV in the electromagnetic barrel part (or
1.5 GeV in each end cap). Cosmic interactions are removed applying a time window of
± 100 ns. Additional cuts are used to get rid of Bhabha events (localized energy
deposition in the electromagnetic calorimeter ECAL) and T+T~ events (very large thrust
value).

Figure 32 shows the distribution of the total calorimetric energy.

1750
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1250

JjIOOO
N

> 750
C
U

" 500
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: Jf ALEPH

A1M uoNicovao

tf Bi O OATA

/ \/ I
20 40 60 80 100

ENERGY IN CALORIMETER (GEV)

Figure 32 : Distribution of the total calorimetric energy for hadronic

The peak is displaced downwards by about 20 GeV because the energy recon-
struction underestimates the true energy : each calorimeter is treated separately but
photons not only convert in ECAL (cracks occur between modules) but sometimes in
the hadronic calorimeter HCAL, and hadrons can interact already in ECAL before being
absorbed in KCAL. An optimized method for accounting in a more quantitative way the
energy flow will be described below for the Higgs boson search where the energy balance
has to be understood on an event-by-event basis with the smallest possible distortions.
Here, for the tot.il hadronic cross section, this problem is not critical.

(c) checks and systematic uncertainties

The statistics is large (> 105 events) and leads to small statistical uncertainties
(< 0.3 %). It is therefore important to reduce systematic uncertainties to a similar level.
Such effects could occur at the selection level : knowledge of the absolute efficiency and
of the background contamination.

In fact, both aspects turn out to be in very good control because (i) the selection
efficiency is almost K)O % and the background level is quite small. The precise numbers
are given in TaI)Ic 6 :
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selection efficiency (%)
backgrounds

TT (%) ee (%) 77 had {%)

charged particles

calorimetry

97.4 ± 0.4

99.1 ± 0.2

0.26

0.62

0

0.11

0.39

0.23

Table 6 : Efficiencies and contaminations in the 2 hadronic selections o

The systematic uncertainties quoted are 0.2 % for ALEPH and 0.4 % by the other
three LEP experiments. These values should be folded with the corresponding errors in
the luminosity determination as given previously in Table 4 in order to obtain the full
systematic error.

8.2.2. Z line-shape

The Z resonance shape is measured using all / / final states. However, in practice,
it is determined from the statistically more important hadronic sample.

We have seen that the cross section for fermion-pair production, after correction
for initial state radiation, can be expressed in a model-independent way as a function
of the physical parameters of the Z resonance. It contains three terms :

- the contribution from Z exchange given by a Breit-Wigner function,
- the interference term,
- the contribution of photon exchange.

To a good approximation it is given by

(Tff(s) =
+ Ml ,

(103)

where F, e , F / / are tin1 partial widths for Z decay into e+e~ or any fennioii pair / / . In
this formula. F r r is divided by the factor ( 1 + r ^ p ) to allow for a. .special treatment of
initial state radiation'2'1!. In n completely model-indopondent description, the magnitude
of the interference* coefficient If is unknown. However, the results depend only weakly on
its precise value and the Standard Model is assumed. Final state radiation is absorbed
into the partial widths.



For hadrons (with c/ = 3), the peak cross section from Z exchange, when unfolded
from initial state radiation is

r e erA
r2
1Z

(104)

An example of the unconnected line-shape is given in figure 33. The effect of initial
state radiation is clearly visible.

86 88 90 92 S4 96

Figure 33 : Uncorrected Z0 line-shape in the hadronic final state from

Fitting of the energy dependence of the cross section is done with the program
ZFITTER[25I for DELPHI, L3 and OPAL, while ALEPH prefers to use MIZAl24I. it
takes into account the statistical and systematic errors on hadron selection and lumi-
nosity measurement (overall and point-to-point errors). The fitted parameters are the
mass Mz, the width Tz and the corrected peak <jjj value.

In using the values of these parameters, one should be careful about the correlations
between the quoted errors : if Mz is essentially uncorrelated with Tz and <r°, TZ and
a" are strongly correlated, as expected.

The results for Tz, Tz and erJJ are given in figure 34, 35 and 36^2I. Good agreement
is observed between the four experiments with \/;J/DF of 1.1, 0.7 and 0.8, respectively.

The measurement of Mz is now completely limited by the LEP energy calibration
which should improve soon as explained earlier with the help of resonant depolarization.
The determination of Tz will in the future be limited by the point-to-point LEP energy
setting error. This, too. cam be improved by resonant depolarization calibration but
requires measurements to be made consistently for each energy setting and in practice
for each fill. Finally, the only common systematic error on <T}J is given by the theoretical
calculation of Bhabha scattering for the luminosity determination (0.3 %).
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mt (GeV)

ALEPH
9I.182±0.009

OELPHI
. 9I.177±O.OIO

U
9l.181±0.010

CWL
91.1*1 ±0.009

Jv«roçt (iratatnatnt man)
91.17S±0.C05

<700F- ' . I *

±.02 (LEP)
Avtroçff (ovtrall «rror)
9l.l?3±0.02l

91.15
mt [GeV]

Figure S4 : Measured values for

(GeV)

M.E?"

SELFHI

U
2.S01 ±0.017

OML

»v«mçt (indtotndtnt trrort)
2.487 ±9.CC8

- 0 . 7

±10 M«V L£? ot to at
Avtraqt (avcrotl *nor)
2.4«7±0.01O

2.4 2.44. 2.48 2.52

T1 (GeV]

Figure 35 : Measured values far
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(nb)

ALEPM

OELPHI

*1J«±0.«

U
*1.20±0.*0

CPAl

(ind»o«na«nt «rror»)
* I.JSiO. 19

- 0.73

±0.Zr. (lumi thtory)
Av«raqt (overall arror)

41 42 +3
oj (nb)

Figure 30 : Measured values for cj^2 ' .

The averaged LEP results are'2'

Mz = (91175 ± 5 ± 20) MeV
exp LEP

T2 = (2487 ± 8 ± 5) MeV
exp LEP

(105)

ffj = (41.36 ± 0.19 ± 0.12) nb
exp theory

Using as inptit a, GF Jintl M%, these results can be compared to the Standard
Model predictions taking into account possible mass ranges of 80-200 GeV for the top
quark and 50-1000 GeV for the Higgs boson :

AI = (2489 ± 19) MeF
(106)

SM _ (41.42 ± 0.08) nb

The LEP results arc in rrmarkîible îigronncnt with the Standard Model. The fact
that the experimental error on F/ is smnllrr than the theoretical unoortainty stemming
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from our ignorance on mt and mn means that LEP data will place some bounds on
these unknown parameters. This aspect will be studied in more detail later on.

3.3. Z decays to leptons

3.S.I. The specific case of the T lejiton

Whereas electrons and muons can be unambiguously identified, the r leptons re-
quire a little more work. Because of its short lifetime (r ~ 3 10~13 s), the r lepton
decays promptly within a few mm of the interaction point.

Owing to the large r mass (1784 MeV), r decays involve both leptons and
hadrons :

e" |!" d S

leading to the dominant final states

ue

Vr TT , K

VT /J- , A'*" (107)

L TT TT+TT , 7T

Decays give mostly one charged particle (Bi-prong ~ 86%) and almost never more
than 3 charged particles {Bs-prong ~ 0.1 %). Since a ntuitrino (/'r) is always emitted,
a corresponding deficit in energy and momentum follows.

However, in spite of this seemingly complicated situation, r-leptons are readily
identifiable at LEP. Indeed, because of the large Lorentz boost. (7,. ~ 2G), the charged
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particles in the decay follow quite closely the r line-of-flight at a typical angle

— „ 2°
IT

(108)

The signature for T+r events is therefore based on back-to-back 'jets' with low
multiplicity (overall charged particle multiplicity < 6) and missing energy since at least
2 and up to 4 neutrinos are produced and escape detection.

3.3.2. Selection and separation of the. 3 leptonic states

Leptonic events have low multiplicity. A cut, 2 < nnh < 6, leaves little hadronic
background since (nch)kadronB ~ 20.

The separation of the different leptonic final states is mostly done using the elec-
tromagnetic calorimeters. Figure 37 shows the total energy in electromagnetic clusters
(electrons, photons, ir° s, hadron interactions) : e+e~ events have full energy, / /+ / i~
events show very little energy deposition while T+T~ events stand in between.

OPAL

e+e~(y)

O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4
^ Mrk / c cm

Figure 37 : Total energy in electromagnetic clusters as observed in the OPAL calorimeter
(lead-glass blocks j ' I ! l ' for r.vents with low charged-particle multiplicity.

The detailed selection of r + r events requires a little more can* in order to reduce
tin» backgrounds and still keep a large efficiency. Schematically, remaining hadronic
Z decays are suppressed by jet mass cuts, while 7-y-induced events must be removed
using transverse momentum (with respect to the beam axis) and total mass cuts. Some
extrawork is generally devoted in removing 'pathological' Bhabha events, particularly
at. small angle where tin» cross section is overwhelming.
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Since we are interested in Z decay into leptons, t-channel photon exchange must
be subtracted out in the e+c~ final state. This is done assuming the Standard Model
amplitude. Since ^-channel dominates at small angles, the final angular range used for
electroweak analysis is usually restricted to cosd < 0.7. Figure 38 gives the experimental
angular distribution with the theoretical ^-channel contribution indicated.

o Data
t-channel ( MC )
Rt

-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

cos*

Figure 38 : Angular distribution of e+e channel from ALEPH\26h The solid (dashed)
kistogram.s represent the t-channel contribution (the complete electroweak
fit), respectively.

LEP detectors cover a large solid angle, but have to leave open the very forward
angles for the beam pipe and the mini-/? superconducting quadrupoles used to focus the
beams at the interaction point. Also, charged particle tracking becomes more difficult.
there in a cylindrical geometry, with a rapidly deteriorating momentum accuracy.

The measured angle of the final state leptons differ from the centre-of-mass angle
becatise of initial state radiation. This information can however be recovered because
the kinematics is overconstrained.

Under the hypothesis (good for most detcctably radiative events) of a single photon
emission along the beam axis, the 'true' fermion production angle 0* in the lepton-pair
center-of-mass frame is easily related to the polar angles 0+ and 6- of the leptons in
the laboratory frame ( Fig. 39 ) :

COSf)* =
- fl.)



The collinear case (0+ — 9- = n) is recovered with cosB* = cos9

e+e CM 2+£~ CM

Figure 89 : Collinear initial state radiation.

Generally, a cut on cosQ* defines the geometrical acceptance. A typical value used
is |co.s0*| < 0.9, to insure good detection of small-angle particles. As an example, some
results on lepton selection are given in Table 7 from ALEPH.

selected events

cosO* range

selection efficiency
within cosO* range

background
contamination

systematic uncertainty
on selection

6947

-0.9,0.7

98.8%

1.2%
(T)

0.5 %

6691

-0.9,0.9

98.4%

0.4%
(rr.cosmics)

0.5 %

T+T-

6260

-0.9,0.9

86.4%

3.1%
(cc,/«/i,ha<lrons,77—>tt)

0.9%

Table. 7 : Lcptonic selection in
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To conclude, it is worth emphasizing again the large efficiencies and the small
backgrounds. Many detailed studies, mostly with data, have been conducted to limit
the possible biases. Hence, the small systematic uncertainties quoted by the experiments
(Table 8).

ALEPH
DELPHI
L3
OPAL

statistical error at peak

e+e

0.5
0.7
0.6
0.7

fi+fi

0.5
0.8
0.8
0.5

T+T-

0.9
1.2
2.1
1.3

1.5

Table 8 : Systematic uncertainties of leptonic event selection (in

3.3.3. Overall fit to Z line shape in leptonic and hadronic final states

Typical line shapes for leptous are shown in figure 40, where the electron data has
been /-channel subtracted.

DELPHI

a7.5 90 92.5 95

Vs (GeV)
37.5 90 92.5 35

Vs(GeV)

37.5 92.5 95

Vs (GeV)
0 : 7. Unr xhapr for Iv.ytamc final M.atv.s from DELPH^.

Ehc.tron data art'. 1-<hannv.l subtracted.



The same line shape analysis can be performed as for hadrons using Eq. (103)
before initial-state radiation folding. Since Mz and Yz are mostly determined by the
statistically more significant hadronic sample, the new informations from leptons are the
corresponding Z-ihcny partial widths. Since the partial width for final state X enters
with the product Ffe F,v, Fee must first be measured in the e+e~ channel allowing then
the measurement of all other partial widths in the corresponding final states : F/^F^,
and F r r . The results are given in figures 41-44.

The averaged LEP results for the partial widths areI2J

(110)

rft = (1740 ± 8 ± 2.6) MeV

Tec = (83.0 ± 0.5 ± 0.1) MeV

T1111 = (S3.8 ± 0.S ± 0.1) MeV

YTT = (S3.3 ± 0.9 ± 0.1) MeV

where the second quoted error comes from theory in the luminosity determination.
Notice that the relative uncertainty is here only half the value (0.15 %) relevant for the
cross sections.

».. (GeV)

US-''
!.74*80.0! S

' 726=0.019

TxCO', S

CPM.
• 739*0 .0 ! 7

l.740±C.CCS

r 0 . ' $~ frorn iumi thecrv
Av«roGe (overall eTcr»

1.72 1.75 ' 3
rM. CGeVl

Figure. 41 : Mcaxurrmcnh of tin: partial width for Z decay into hadrons™.



T. (MeV)I

S3.8±0.9

82.4 ±1.2

U
82.S±0.9

OPAL
82.9 ± !.C

Avereçe (inseoenoent errorj>
S10±0.5 ~f"

0.4* '

±0.15!! (lumi theory)
Avereçe (overall error}
83.0 ±0.5

32 84 36

T. [MeV]

Figure 42 : Measured values for the partial width of Z decay into e+e .
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OEL="!
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Figure. ̂ ,? : Measured values for the partial width of Z decay into fi*fi •
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r

r. (MeV)

32.4 ±1.6

3ELPHI
B2.7±2A

13

as.6 ±1.9

OPtL
82.7 ±1.9 3 ~

Averoçe (inoeoendent errors)

y'^OOF • O.fi

±0. ! SS (lumi theory) '
Averoge (overall error) '
SJ.3±I.O —"•

I
i

I—

m . -

32 34 56

f\ [MeV]

Figure 44 •' Measured values for the partial width of Z decay into T+r .

These results represent a very significant test of lepton universality at the 1 %
level ; this will be discussed in more detail later. If lepton universality is indeed assumed,
the leptonic results can be further averaged

= (83.2 ± 0.3 ± 0.1) MeV (111)

This result can be compared to the Standard Model prediction using the same
assumptions as in (106) :

( r M ) S A / = (84.2 ± 0.6) MeV (112)

The agreement is reasonable : in comparing many results with theory, we must be
ready to accept such deviations (1.5 <r), or a worst one, in about 15 % of the trials.

It is also useful to define a ratio Rz in a way similar to the e+e~ total annihilation
cross section to hadrons scaled to the point-like fermion-pair cross section (R)

(113)

= 20.92 ± 0.11

This ratio has no uncertainty from himinosity determination and turns out to be a
good tost of HM; Standard Model regardless of the value of the / quark mass (see next
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section). It is in good agreement with the Standard Model with 'standard' uncertainties
for mt (SO - 200 GeV), mH (50 - 1000 GeV) and a, (± 0.01)

{Rz)SM = 20.80 ± 0.08 (114)

In fact, assuming the validity of the Standard Model, it provides a good measure-
ment of the strong coupling constant. To third order in QCD, one obtains^27!

as {M\)Rz = 0.141 ± 0.017 (115)

a value in agreement with the results of 3-jet analysis on Z hadronic data :

a, (Mf ) 3 - , e , = 0.115 ± 0.008 (116)

The value in (115) is less precise than the 3-jet results, but suffers less from theoretical
uncertainties.

Finally it should be reminded that some care and additionnai knowledge is needed
in case results from (105), (110), (111) and (113) are combined in some way. Indeed
these values come from a global fit and their errors are correlated.

3.4. The Z 'invisible' width and the number of neutrino types

3.4-1- The basic idea

In the Standard Model, the Z boson couples universally to all types of neutrLio-
pairs vv with

au = vv = 1 (117)

leading to a partial width

~ 168 MeV

Since neutrinos interact in LEP detectors with a probability ~ 10"1P one can safely
assume that they are indeed invisible ! The total 'invisible' partial width is

r,-,,,-= N1, rvlt (no)
where Nv is the number of types of neutrinos with a mass less than Mz/2. Of
course, known neutrinos have very small masses. So far. only upper limits are found
experimentally'28'

m,,,, < 17 c V

!«„„ < 270 kcV (120)

w,,r < 35 McV

and it. is very probable that the real values «ire significantly smaller. The reason behind
this .small mass srale is n puzzle and probably a clue for new physics ; however, we can
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take this fact for granted and use it to our advantage to count the number of neutrino
types, basically from the equation :

Nv Vvv = Tz -Tk - Tee - T1111 - TTT (121)

Now, what do we learn ?

3.4.2. The problem(s)

Counting the number of neutrino types is a cheap and elegant way to solve two
among three problems which keep experimentalists awake at night since many years.

Consider the present observed pattern of particles, organized in electroweak dou-
blets as postulated in the Standard Model (for the left-handed components) :

CO C) (O -
The three problems are :

( 1 ) the neutrino associated to the r has never been directly observed through interac-
tion in matter. The phenomenology of r decays depends of course completely on
its existence and experimental data, do not reveal so far any discrepancy with this
description. A direct evidence would be welcome.

(2) the top quark still escapes all searches because of its large mass. Here again, the
phenomenology of b weak decays speaks very strongly for a weak doublet, hence a
top quark, which should be confirmed experimentally.

(3) the third problem is the most fascinating. How many families of leptons and quarks
do exist ? One family would have been enough to build the Standard Model. As
a matter of fact, other families seem to be boring replications of the first one, but
for a very important fact. : with three families, the CKM matrix «now involves 3
rotation angles and one phase, offering the tantalising possibility to incorporate CP
violation in the Standard Model. Having a good explanation for at least 3 families,
the question remains open : how many all together ?

It is interesting to note that theory has no particular insight on this problem of
fundamental importance. Is the pattern the result of some 'horizontal' symmetry ? How
large is the symmetry group ? Or do we have to face the consequences of a composite
nature of fermions ? And, if so, why do the low-lying levels exhibit universality ?

It is amusing that tho same experimental question asked usually with the heavy
formions (any more quarks ".' flmiged loptons ?), enn now b<> very economically solved
with tho nonr-massloss neutrinos.
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3.4-3. Previous determinations of Nu

(a) W, Z production at the pp colliders

The ratio of Z to TF events into the observed final states is proportional to

a(pp -* Z...) T(Z -» ee) IV
(122)

<r(pp -» W...) Yz T(W -» eu)

Using QCD for the ratio of cross sections and the Standard Model for the widths
(up to N11), N11 is found to be less than 4 to 6 depending on theoretical uncertainties
and the mass of the top quark'29'.

(b) e+e~ —* vv-y

This is a pre-LEP version of Z decay into vu. At lower energies the process

can take, place leading to the observation of a single photon. Measurements by experi-
ments at PEP and PETRAl30J, mostly from ASP, CELLO and MAC yield Nv < 4.9 at
95 % CL, with no theoretical uncertainty.

(c) indirect determination from cosmology

About 1 second after the big-bang, corresponding to a temperature of typically 1
MeV, neutrinos decouple and expand as a free gas. The more types of neutrinos, the
larger the energy density and the decoupling temperature. This in turn controls the
ratio of the numbers of neutrons and protons, which is frozen at the decoupling time,
except for small changes due to neutron '? decay.

Many parameters enter in this calculation and it is difficult to be sure about system-
atic biases. The latest analyses''"] claim JY,, < 4 from a fit to the observed abundances
Oi2H, 3Hc. 4Hc and 7Li.

So, there is little room to maneuver : N1, > 5 looks excluded. N1, > 2 is directly
observed, leaving N1, = 3 or 4 ns possible choices. It is clear that a direct and clean
determination is in order.

H.4-4- Direct determinations of X1, at LEP

(a) Z total width

Comparing the measured Z total width to the Standard Model expectation gives
readily a measurement of .V1, if it is considered to be the only unknown rnramotor.
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From

we get using (105) and (106)

N,,=
rSM
1 VV

N11 = 2.99 ± .14

(123)

(124)

This very direct method is not using all available experimental information and it
is sensitive in fact to any deviation from the Standard Model whether in the invisible
width r,nt ) or its 'visible' counterpart Tvts. In addition, the theoretical prediction enters
with uncertainties from the unknown top quark and Higgs boson masses, and also from

(b) hadronic peak cross section

In the Standard Model description, the observed peak hadronic cross section is a
sensitive measure of Nu. As Nu increases, the total width grows and the peak cross
section decreases. For instance, going from AV = 3 to N11 = 4, the peak cross section is
reduced by 12 % — a value much larger than the quoted error on this quantity, 0.6 %
as given in (105).

It is obvious from figure 45 that Nu = 3 is clearly selected. However, this method
still assumes the validity of the Standard Model in all Z decays.

ALEPH

37 SS 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96
Energy (GeV)

Figure. 45 : Data on hndronic cms* .w.tiov. from ALEPlftlh\ c.omjmrr.d to the. Standard
Model prediction aMit.iri.inn diffe.re.nt value.,* for N1,, the. number of neutrino
type..*.
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(c) quasi-model-independent determination through the invisible width

We have shown that. F;,,,, can be measured directly by using all the Visible' channels
and the total width. It is advantageous to express F1n,, relatively to Yu (assuming lepton
universality) since their ratio is well predicted in the Standard Model independently of
the values assumed for mt and in ̂

Ytf\
— = 0.5023 ± 0.0010 (125)

Also, all quantities can be expressed in terms of the only observables Rz,cr^ and
Mz which are weakly correlated :

F,,,,, = Yz-Yi1- 3Ff e

- Ff f ^r--Rz-'
(126)

2* Rz „
T - 3 - - R z -

where we have used Eq. (104).
The results from the LEP experiments for F1n,, are given in figure 46.

T1n. (MeV)

DEL.="!
«88±!7

CFAU

Aweraçe vneeoenaem errors)

V / I O f - 0.2!

Oumi lh«orv. Ll? Ot to Ct)
Averoac Covtrall errors)

460 500«on «? 340
Tn. [MeV]

Fiijurr. Jti : Mt:<i..inrc.mr.vt..i of the partial width for Z decay into
'invisible' final . t ^



The averaged value is'2'

Ti,,,, = (49G.2 ± 6.6 ± 5.8) MeV (127)

where the first error is from the experiments and the second from the luminosity theory
and the LEP point-to-point energy setting.

Hence.

r,A r/i^_H z_3

(128)

The LEP measurements of F1-,,,, expressed in terms of Nv average

Nv = 2.99 ± 0.05 (129)

with an internal consistency better than expected ( \ 2 /DF = 0.3) indicating that per-
haps the quoted errors are overestimated. The result (129) is insensitive to Standard
Model uncertainties (< 0.01).

It is worth pointing out that this method is still valid even if unexpected hadronic
final states are produced in Z decays (beyond the Standard Model phenomenology). It
is therefore much more general than the previous two determinations.

3.4-5. Further check using single photon counting

Instead of relying on the balance of Z decay channels to measure the invisible
width, an even more direct measurement is possible through the process

'+'~-f7 (130,
•—» VV

observed at a ccnter-of-niass energy above the Z resonance. Reaction (130) proceeds
mainly through initial state radiation



although some known contribution is exported in the vevf channel from W diagrams

,7

'w
e+ ^ vve

The full cross section at lowest order displays the dominant Z term, the W contri-
bution and their interference''2'

dx d]i GTH .c( l — y2)

(13D

* [i *( i~/}r i ^ '

where .r is the fraction of energy radiated with the photon

.r = ^ (132)

and

I1Z=COsO1 (133)

In Eq. (131) the quantity .̂ (1 — .v) represents the new available energy squared
after radiation. Also the IV exchange contributions are obtained in the local limit. It
is possible to improve Eq. (131) and in particular to apply weak radiative corrections
and QED higher orders'^'.

Since the observation of (130) relies solely on the detection of a single photon, it
is advantageous to run at high energy where the photon energy is large enough so that
possible backgrounds an* overcome. The rate however decreases with energy as radiation
down to the Z peak is disfavoured. An optimum would be to run sit a centre-of-mass
energy about. 4-10 GeV above the Z peak, depending on photon energy threshold.

So far LEP has only operated in a scan mode over the Z resonance and only data
up to .Vz f 3 GeV are available. The measurements are difficult with relatively low
photon energies and large background*. However, many experimental effects can be
studied using single (detected) electron events through QED processes.

Table !) gives the summary of the (hive measurements performed to date'2', where
the data sue fitted to extract the free parameter Ar,,.
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ALEPH
L3
OPAL

N¥

2.7 ± 0.3 ± 0.2
3.2 ± 0.6 ± 0.2
3.0 ± 0.4 ± 0.2

Table 9 : Preliminary values^ for Nv using radiative Z production.
The results give both statistical and systematic errors.

The average LEP value is

Nv = 2.9 ± 0.3 (134)

in excellent agreement with the line shape determinations. Figure 48 shows the data
from OPAL.

OPAL

too

• = ao

» 60

Ey > 1.5GeV v(e+e~-»WY)
[cosG] < 0.7 Nv = 4 !

Nv = 3

U

Figure 48 : Cross section for c+e~ —> vvy as observed by OPAL™ with E1 > 1.5 GeV
and \cos0y\ < 0.7. The expected yields for different values of NV are shown
for comparison.

3.4.6. Concluding remarks

The fact that Nv is unambiguously determined to be rather precisely equal to 3
can be seen in figure 47. At this stage, the following conclusions can be drawn :

- there exists only 3 neutrino types with masses below A/z/2. Since observed neutrino
masses seem to be much smaller than this, the conclusion appears as a very strong
bound on the family structure of quarks and leptons.

- the previous statement can be made more quantitative with respect to the mass
scale, taking into account the precisely known threshold behaviour of the vv cross
section. For a Dirac-type neutrino, we have

4

CS

(135)



while for a Majorana-type neutrino, the threshold behaviour is different

Here, /? is the velocity of the produced heavy neutrino :

1 / 2

/? =

(136)

(132)
ALEPH

•a

Figure 47 : Hadronic peak cross section a\ versus Rz from ALEPE-26^. Probability
contours are given, with Standard Model predictions for different values of
Nv. The horizontal error reflects the uncertainty in aa(± 0.01).

The dependence of the cross section on the neutrino mass at the Z peak is shown
in figure 49.

95% CL limit from
LEP average

40 50
m v (GeV)

Figure 49 •' Partial width for Z decay into a pair of massive neutrinos of the. Dirac
or Majorana type. The measurement of F,,,,, sets a lower limit for the
corresponding mass cs.



The conclusion is clear : from measurement of F1n,, a fourth-family neutrino must be
heavier than 45 GeV (41 GeV) at 95 % CL if it is of Dirac (Majorana) type, respectively.

- since 2 types of neutrinos are already unambiguously known, the third state must
be the r neutrino, in agreement with the r decay phenomenology.

- beyond the 3 expected neutrinos (given 3 families in the Standard Model), there is
little room for new 'invisible' final states

invisible state < 18 M e F at 95% CL
(137)

i.e. at most about 1/10 of a neutrino (in our jargon). See figure 50 to see how such a
limit can be set in practice.

- finally, the relevance of just three families in our global understanding of the struc-
ture of matter has to be ascertained. We have seen that at least 3 families were
needed to provide a natural description of CP violation (although, of course, the
Standard Model itself cannot say anything about the actual values taken by the
CKM matrix elements). The fact that Nature has chosen precisely 3 (and not
more) has probably deep significance, although still unknown to us. This minimal
structure is crying for an explanation : a fantastic challenge for theorists !

measurement

excluded range 5% of non-excluded
range

SM calculation

Figure. 50 : Schematic, way to set a 95 % CL limit on the. production of a new state X in
the. final state j . The. limit is derived as an excess over the lowest Standard
Model value., calculated with the smallest wt (80 GeV), the largest mn
(1 TcV) and the. smallest, a „ (0.11). The excluded range is non-physical for
the tested hypothesis and the 95 % limit corresponds to the area under the
experimental probability curve, normalized above the excluded range..
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4. ELECTROWEAK NEUTRAL COUPLINGS

4.1. Leptonic couplings : partial widths and FB asymmetries

4.1.1. From the observables to the couplings

Partial widths and FB asymmetries are quadratic in the leptonic coupling. Using
the improved Born approximation, one can generalize Eq. (14) and (20)

r« =
_ GF M\

24N/2 TT
(«? 2ve (138)

3 aeae
v2)(a2+v2)

(139)

(lepton universality)

Results on the partial widths have been given in section 3.3. They represent an
important ingredient for the determination of the leptonic couplings.

The FB asymmetry at the peak is of the form \av/(a2 +v2)]2. It is not a P-violating
quantity and it is consequently not sensitive to the relative sign of the couplings. The
simultaneous measurement of Tee and A[B allows a separation of â( and vt up to three
2-fold ambiguities : a sign ambiguity for each coupling and a (v, a) ambiguity. From
these measurements only, S solutions are in general possible (Fig. 51).

Figure 51 : The. S possible solutions for {ne, «() from measurements of leptonic
partial widths and forv/ard-buckward asipnmetries.
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4-1.2. Situation before LEP

Informations on leptonic couplings have been obtained from neutrino-electron scat-
tering and c+e~ annihilation at lower energies. At the lowest order, we have

V11C) = \a2
e +aeve + v2,]

ai - aeve + v2

a(vec -» vee) =
G2

Fs
12TT

(140)

(141)

(142)

and the FB asymmetry in e+e —> C+C can be obtained from (13) in the limit \\\ —* 0

~ - aeae Rex

1 e' -MlJ

(143)

i.e. proportional to a2
( if lepton tiniversality is assumed.

On one hand, it is clear from ( 140) to ( 142) that measurements of neutrino-electron
scattering'33' determine the couplings up to a (v, a) ambiguity (Fig. 52), giving finally
2 possible solutions.

Future 52 : Remits in the. (i\, .nr) plane, from ne.utrino-elcc.tron elastic
.<adt.crintp^. Two po.itiblc solutiori* are found.



- 1 O

-2-

Figure 53 : Results in the (v( ,ae) plane from forward-backward asymmetries
in e+e~ annihilation at PETRA, PEP and TRISTAN^34I

Two possible solutions are found.

On the other hand, FB asymmetries at PETRA, PEP and TRISTAN!33-31! can lift
the (v, a) degeneracy and choose a unique solution with at ~ —1 and V( ~ 0, as
expected in the Standard Model for sin20\v ~ ^.

The situation is however not completely resolved : since Vt — 0 it is not possible
the choose between the remaining almost degenerate ty-symmetric solutions. If vt is
small but indeed non-zero, the precision of neutrino scattering is not sufficient to resolve
this last ambiguity.

I1.1.3. Results on FB lepton asymmetries

This is no special difficulty in measuring FB asymmetries at LEP except that they
are small at the peak (~ 2 % expected) and therefore sensitive to background. The most
dangerous background comes from /-channel Bhabha scattering (obviously strongly FB
asymmetric) : the /-channel subtraction must be done with care in the ce channel, while
for the TT channel the contamination from Bhabha. events must be kept very small.

In fact, the contamination discussed in section 3.3.2. for the TT selection procedure
is already too large, since it would shift the true asymmetry by the same amount
(~ 3 %) i.e. a. effect already larger than the sought-for effect. More importantly, it
would not. be known well enough to ensure a proper measurement of the real asymmetry.
So a more selective procedure must be adopted, for instance a positive identification of
one of the two r's based on a union or ;t liadron. This decreases the statistics somewhat,
but reduces the background U> a tolerable level (~ 0.2 'X). measured directly on the

Results from ALEPH'""' are given in figure 54 as a function of the CM energy.
The FB asymmetries vanish near the Z pole as expected and (heir energy depeu-



dence is correctly reproduced by the Standard Model.

ALEPH

0.8
0.6 L Electrons

83 90 92 94
Energy (GeV]

88 90 92 94
Energy IGeVl

90 92 94
Energy IGeV)

Figure 54 : Forward-backward asymmetry for the 3 lcptonic channels from ALEPW-26K
The lines are the results of the fit which agrees with the Standard Model.

4-1.4- Determination of vf and « |

From V(i and (Ac), it is possible to derive values for the square of the leptonic
couplings (Fig. 55 and 56). The average LEP values are!2) :

.,2 _= 0.0046 ± 0.0012

aj = 0.9969 ± 0.0045
(144)

v«0.00 0.01 0.02

Figure 55 : licxidt.H on rj from Tff and (.-1 )̂'*''.
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Figure 56 : Results on a] from T te and

4.2. Leptonic couplings : r polarization

4-2.1. The special role of the r-lepton

The efficient way to analyze the spin direction of a lepton makes use of its charged-
current maximally P-violating decay. This is possible for muons and r-leptons which
are both unstable. However the muon lifetime is too long to be useful for this purpose,
as a 45 GeV muon travels on average 280 km before decaying ! Fortunately this distance
can be considerably reduced by bringing the muon to rest : ionization loss in matter
permits this, but it still requires more than 30 m of iron to do the job. This leaves the
T as the only realistic choice since it decays almost instantly (over a few mm) and its
decay products can be readily analyzed for spin information.

4-2.2. Weak r decays as polarization analyzers

(a) the simplest case : r -» f/rrr!
35'3(il

Since the K is spinless, the r helicity information is directly transferred into
the decay angular distribution in the r centre-of-mnss (Fig. 57) : a right-handed
r~(7-f7, Ar = +^) will decay mostly with the x along the r line of flight.



A r - =

sin
1 -

i
26

2
cosd

Ar- — -̂
amplitude ~ cos |
rate ~ 1 + cos6

Figure 57 : Angular distribution in the r rest frame for r —>• uTir
with a given r helicity.

In fact, the angular distribution of the TT can be readily computed. For a r of
helicity Ar

= l+2A r - (145)

where Fn- is the decay rate for r —* vTi: and 0 the angle between the -K and the r
line-of-flight seen in the r rest frame.

This situation in the r centre-of-mass can be easily followed into the e+e~ frame
where the r is fast-moving, by performing a Lorentz boost

E = -y(E* +p* cosd)

cosS =
2E — Emin — Emm -L^max

with

JTI JTt

"mai J-fmin

dE = 7 p* dcosO

m2
T - ml

P = 2m

™2* F
ml

(146)

(147)

(148)

(149)

Em(,r — ET

7G



giving

r
T

axwhere

x = —- ET ~ EB

The 2 helicity states of a r yield characteristic w energy distributions (Fig. 58).

i _ _ _ _ o ~

(150)

(151)

(152)

Figure 58 : Pion energy distributions in the laboratory frame for r -*'vTn for pure r
helicity states and statistical samples with polarization P.

(153)

If the r is polarized with a polarization P , the distribution will be

r dx
and P can be easily deduced from the slope of the n energy distribution (Fig. 58).

Since T+ and r~ are produced with opposite helicities (s ^> 4mJ), the energy
distributions are the same for both decays because of the final states r£" r^ and T^ r£.

Indeed for a r +

J
rfa- (154)

= l + 2 A r - ( 2 . r - l )



yielding the same dependence as for the T decay. Experimentally, it is enough to
observe the energy dependence of the decay pion, regardless of its charge.

(b) other hadronic decayst37l

They involve spin 1 systems (p, a, ) where the simple argument given for the TT fails.
For a given r~ helicity, there are now 2 hadronic helicities contributing (Fig. 59)

A = 0,1 with corresponding amplitudes Ao and Ai which are related by

where m is the mass of the hadronic system.

AT- =

AK = 0
amplitude ~ ,40 cos |

rate ~ \A0\
2 (1 + cosô)

Xv = - 1
A1 sin I

pli|2 (l-cos6)

Figure 59 : Angular distribution in the r rest frame for r -+ vT V for a right-handed
T, where V is a spin 1 hadronic system. Two amplitudes contribute corre-
sponding to 2 V -helicity states.

The angular distribution in the T rest frame can be deduced, analogous to Eq.
(145)

_L dTv

Ty dcosQ

with the dilution factor «,,

a,. =

= 1 + 2A7.- a,. cosB

| .40 |2 - 1.4,12

| .4n |2 + |-4, P
r»^ - 2in2

m2
r + 2m«

(156)

[157)
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Plugging in the p and at masses, one gets

ap = 0.46

aax = 0.12

significantly reducing the sensitivity to the measurement of polarization.
The sensitivity can regained'3 '' by measuring the heiicity of the hadronic system

through its decay distribution. For example in the decay

the 7T angular distribution in the p rest frame reflects the heiicity state of the decaying
p. The analysis is therefore done with 2 observables : the p angle in the r rest frame
(9) given by Eq. (146) with mK replaced by mp, and the TT angle in the p rest frame
(*/') such that

m EK-E^O

cosw = — = = = = = —z =— ( 158)
^ m 2 - 4 m J |Pw + P.o|

In fact it turns out that most of the r polarization information can be retrieved
from the observation of only one variable y, combining cos6 and costfr

y = ^ V ^ 1 (159)

A similar analysis can be performed for the T —> vT a\ decay using the a\ —* pit
decay as an analyzer. However the sensitivity is significantly reduced as compared to
the p channel and furthermore the corresponding branching ratio is also much smaller.

(c) leptonic decays'35138'

They are less sensitive since they involve 3 bodies (r~ —» uT e~ ve). The only
observable is the final state lepton energy and the decay distribution with a polarization
P can be computed to he (neglecting the lopton mass compared to mT)

where

- L - = - [( 5 - &r2 + 4.r:i ) + P( 1 - 9x2 + 8x3 )] (160)
1 (f.r o

x= §• (161)

The pure heiicity distributions arc given in figure CO for the 3 cases considered
(ÎT, iK and leprous).
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Figure 60 : Distributions in the laboratory frame for •polarized r decays
in specific channels (see text).

4- 2.H. Results on r polarization

The method to obtain the r polarization is simple (at least in the w channel)
but the experimental implications arc demanding. To measure a small slope in an
energy spectrum -cquircs a very good understanding of the acceptance function, the
control of systematic effects (resolution, particle identification which is usually energy-
dependent) and a good knowledge of the background contaminations which are also
energy-dependent.

Figure 61 shows the unconnected energy spectrum for r —> ;/r7r decays observed in
ALEPH'30'. To correct the data would require an acceptance function derived from the
Monte Carlo and dependent on the r polarization value used in the event generation.
Instead, each helicity contribution {T^T* ancl 7"/~7~/{) ifi treated separately generating
its own acceptance function. The final fit to the observed data includes the 2 pure-
helicity spectra and the background contamination. Many systematic studies are done
to understand possible biases.

The polarization analysis in the r —* \>Tft channel proceeds in a similar way with
two variables instead of one. This measurement is much more delicate than the previous
case because of T() reconstruction : since the r is fast-moving in the laboratory frame,
the photons are very close to t lie charged pion and 7r" reconstruction requires a very
good granularity in the electromagnetic calorimeter (Fig. 62).
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Figure 61 : Pion energy distribution for T —» VTTT decays from ALEPBl39L The his-
tograms represent the expected (Monte Carlo) distributions for pure helicity
states (dotted PT = +1 ; dashed PT = -1). The hashed histogram shows the
background contamination from other misidentified r decay channels.

Figure 62 : A typical T decay in the p channel in ALEPH with r —> vT p . p~ r - °p
and TT" -+ 77 (the T+ decays into (I+V11U1.). The left-most (upper-right)
picture corresponds to tin: "view" transverse to the beam (containing the
be.am). respectively. The lower-right insert shows the energy deposits m the
electromagnetic calorimeter cells around the x~ trad: (extrapolation shown)
with the two photon clusters.
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Results from ALEPH'30! are shown if figure 63. It is seen that most of the infor-
mation on the T polarization comes from the energy asymmetry between charged and
neutral pions : cosé ~ ±1 especially for large cosO (cf. Eq. (159))

Finally results from leptonic decays are given in figure 64.

Al-KPH
100

-1 -0.5 0 0.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1

Figure 63 : Two-dimensional distributions from T —* vrp decays from ALEPB\39^. The
expected rates for pure helicity states are given, together with, the background
contamination (same symbols as in figure 61).
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Figure 64 : Energy distribution for lv.yt.onir. T dv.ca.ys from
(samv. symbol» as in figure 61 and 6S).
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Except for the p channel, all these measurements are still statistics-limited. How-
ever, even the p-channel determination will improve with increased statistics, since
better direct checks will be possible with the data itself, hence reducing systematic
uncertainties. AU the LEP results available now are shown in Table 10.

Decay
mode

VT e~Ve

VT H-V11

VT TT~

VT P~

VT Of

average

ALEPH

-0.36 ±0.17 ±0.06
-0.19 ± 0.13 ± 0.06
-0.130 ± 0.065 ± 0.044
-0.124 ± 0.047 ± 0.051
-0.15 ±0.15 ±0.07

-0.152 ±0.045

DELPHI

-0.10 ±0.20 ±0.09
-0.09 ±0.19 ±0.10
-0.28 ± 0.10 ± 0.08
-0.170 ±0.085 ±0.08

-0.176 ± 0.076

OPAL

+0.03 ±0.10 ±0.08
-0.10 ±0.11 ±0.10
-0.04 ±0.08 ±0.07

-0.03 ± 0.08

Table 10 : Résulta on the average r polarization (PT) in different decay channels from
ALEPÉ-™\ DELPHP\ and OPAL^, Both statistical and systematic errors
are quoted.

The results can be averaged to give

(PT) = -0.131 ± 0.034 (162)

This is a clear signal for parity violation. As emphasized in section 1.1.5. and
1.1.6., a non-zero r polarization indicates (i) P-violation in the production process
e+e~ —> T+T~ and (ii) P-violation in the r decays. Even if P is violated in the
production, it could not have been observed if not for maximal (or at least a large)
P- violation in the weak T decay.

The result (162) can be directly exploited to extract the ratio fv/ôr following Eq.
(36), with a {v,a) ambiguity, but no sign ambiguity since Pr is a P-violating quantity :

— = +0.067 ± 0.017 (163)

which agrees well with the results (144) from partial widths and FB asymmetries, while
choosing the right solution

= ± 0.068 ±HÎ;5 (164)

From (34) and (35), it is also possible to express the FB r polarization asymmetry.
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Integrating over forward and backward hemispheres

- f (
J -\

(Apol) =

L(p
(165)

• - ! *

following (15).
OPAL has measured (Apol) = - 0.20 ± 0.08^ yielding

— = +0.14 ± 0.06 (166)

Although this result is less precise that (163), it is enough however to remove the
sign ambiguity in the electron sector alone. We shall see later another (more precise)
method to arrive at this conclusion.

Combining all the results from leptonic channels, one gets (Fig. 65)

vt = -0.068 ± .010

ne = -0.9988 ± .0027
(167)
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Figure. 65 : Final results on V( and Vf from leptonic processes at LEP
compared to prr.-LEP viv.asurc.me.nts in 198^11'. Solid

(dashed) lines correspond to 68 % (95 %) confidence, levels.
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4.3. Quark couplings

4.3.1. Generalities

Since quarks cannot be isolated, their properties must be inferred from the hadronic
jets they initiate. To tell the flavour or even the charge of a parent quark from the
jet content is not an easy task and it can only be done on a statistical basis since
fragmentation processes introduce large fluctuations.

It is clear that u and d jets cannot be identified event by event, whereas such a
possibility can be considered for s jets using leading strange particles (s —* K~, for
example). This approach is even more reliable for the heavy c and b quarks since cq
(cq) and bq (bq) mesons can readily be assigned to the parent quark (the probability to
extract such mesons from the vacuum through cc or 66 pairs is indeed very small due
to their large masses).

The heavy quarks have also distinct advantages because of their large
masses : their 'decay' involve large momenta in their rest frame leading to large trans-
verse momenta in the laboratory frame. Furthermore their decay chain can be recon-
structed through the corresponding large lifetimes involved and/or the presence of final
state leptons. These properties confer characteristic topologies to the e+e~ —*• cc and
bb events.

4.3.2. Heavy quark tagging

Semi-leptonic decays of heavy quarks provide with a way both to 'identify' quark
flavour (i.e. mass) and to tag quarks vs antiquarks (i.e. sign of electric charge). The
relevant decay chains are given below
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It is clear from these processes that the relevant lepton parameters are the charge,
the transverse momentum with respect to the jet axis (a measure of the initial mass)
and the total momentum (a measure of a how leading the lepton really is).

The PT distributions are given in figure 66 from L3^40' : the large p - large pr
region is almost exclusively coming from direct fr-decays and cuts can be devised to
obtain rather pure bb samples.
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Figure 66 : Distribution of transverse, momenta for ic.ptoKi from L,vU}'. Histograms
show the. expected contributions from Monte Carlo simulations.
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Alternatively, the whole distributions can be fitted to a sum of different contribu-
tions, each with dependences given by the Monte Carlo simulation.

If cuts are used, some important quantities are defined to qualify the sample. Take
for instance a 6-enriched sample :

- the efficiency, i.e. the fraction of h —* (~ decays really selected by the cuts, usually
in the range 50-90 %

- the purity, i.e. the fraction of good h —> (~ decays among all events selected,
typically 50-80 %

- the background contamination where the 'lepton' is a misidentified hadron, in the
5-25 % range

- the rest of the sample is from unwanted decays (b —* c ~* ̂ + , b —• c —+ (~, c —» (+ ).

Table 11 gives more information on these experimental conditions and the optimum
found within the different analyses, reflecting the experimental capabilities for lepton
identification in a hadronic jet environment.

P.nin (GeV)
PTmin (GeV)
efficiency (%)
purity (%)
background (%)

ALEPH

e

3
1

50 - SO
S3
4

f-

3
1

70
75
11

DELPHI

/«

3
1

78
50
23

L3

e

3
1.5

30-50
84
10

/*

4
1.5
93
7S
11

OPAL

/'

4.5
1

85
59
26

Table Ii : Properties of b samples selected by the
LEP experiments (see / !

4.3.S. Partial -widths into bb and rr

The 2-dimensional (p, p-j-) distribution is fitted to a sum of contributions charac-
terized by the relevant partial widths relative to the total hadronic width, the branching
ratios for decay into the observed lepton and an acceptance function depending on p, pr
and fragmentation parameters. In detail

N( (p. PT) = 2 X1, ^ B(l> U , (p, Pr. b frngin.)

+ 2 -V;, — B(b ->r-*n /?,_,._, (p, PT, >> and c fragni.)
1 h

4- 2 y,, ~ B(r - f) f,-( [p. PT. c frngm.)
I h

T A/, ./l.nckur. (/'• PT)

;i68)



Eq. (168) involves to» many unknown parameters to be fitted simultaneously. So
in general, some choices are made. Also the fragmentation uncertainties are lumped into
one parameter for each distribution, taken to be the fractional energy carried away by
tiie leading heavy meson {̂ (,<c} or an equivalent parameter in some specific fragmentation
function used.

An average of the LEP analyses yields^41'

^ B(b-*C) = 0.0239 ± 0.0006 ± 0.0007 (169)

where the second error corresponds to correlated systematics. Two lines can be followed
then :

- use the Standard Model value for ^

= 0.217 (170)
SA/

to derive the semileptonic branching ratio

B(b-+C) = (11.0 ± 0.4)% (171)

- use the previously measured branching ratios at PETRA and PEP'28 ' where bb
were produced by the well-known photon exchange

B{b-*() = (11.7 ± 0.6) % (172)

and the measured hadronic width (110) to extract the bb partial width

Tbh = (356 ± 23) MeV (173)

to be compared with the prediction

{ÏU,)SM = (37S ± 3) MeV (174)

Similarly, one obtains

r,.,. = (292 ± 34) MeV (175)

as compared to

(I\.,.-)s.u = (29S ± G)McV (176)

Therefore, good consistency is observed l)etween LEP data, the Standard Model
and previous determinations of seinileptouic branching ratios.

Other methods, so far less precise, have been used. They include : AS selection from
lifetime cuts or event topology, <•<• selection with detection of specific heavy mesons such
as D*'."!. It is aiso interesting that some analyses arc; based on neural networks, trained
on Monte Carlo events to identify hb or <r events using a large number of specific
variables. /'

The statistics on identified heavy quark pairs is not yet large enough to make a
quantitative test of the Standard Model, as indicated by the previous figures. This
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is a pity because Tbb is somewhat special in the sense that b — t transitions occur at
the lowest order in the weak interaction with maximal strength (from the CKM matrix
structure and known matrix elements). More precisely, beyond the usual box diagrams
from vacuum polarization, the following specific diagrams must be included

which have the effect of reducing the overall dependence of F ^ on the top quark mass
(Fig. 67). The accuracy achieved so far does not allow a test of this interesting possi-
bility.

350
Tcf (MeV) •

250
50 250
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350
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( vacuum polar.
+ bb vertex)
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Fill un: 1.17 : Top >na.<,< drpvndv.na: nfV,-,. and TM, in tin: Standard Model.
I'hr ;)iv,trvi r<:stdf.,* nrr indicated.



J1.3.If. Forward-backward asymmetries

The same selected samples discussed previously can be used to measure FB asym-
metries. In that case, the quark signature is even more crucial since wrong assignments
can simply reverse the asymmetry and their occurence must be carefully studied and
evaluated. The known sources and their incidence on FB asymmetries are considered
in Table 12.

sources

b-*e-

b - » c - » C+

b—> T~ —+ C~

b->c^e~

c->e+

background

FB asymmetry

At

- Ab

Ab

At

Ac

~ 0

Table 12 : Sources of leptons in hadronic events and their
expected FB asymmetries.

Also, one must take account of a possible mixing between neutral heavy mesons B0

and B0, leading to a dilution of the asymmetry since it produces 'wrong-sign' leptons.
We shall discuss this phenomenon later, characterized by the probability \ to change
flavour. The effect

(A1,)'
1" = ( 1 - 2 (177)

leads to a significant correction of the raw result, considering the measured value of \
at LEP (valid for the produced mixture of Bj and B% mesons)'40'

\ = 0.144 ± 0.020 (178)

The angular distribution of bb events is given in figure 68 for the L3 analysis based
on electrons and muons.
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Figure 68 : Angular distribution of bb events from L3 using both electron
and muon signature of semileptonic b decays**0!.

The results for all experiments are listed in Table 13.

ALEPH (e +

DELPHI (/i)

L3 (e + ft)

OPAL (/<)

0.126
corrected

0.115

0.084

0.072

±
for

±

±

±

0.028 ±
mixing }

0.043

0.025

0.042

±

±

±

0.012
i = 0.132)

0.014

0.010

0.010

(Ac)

0.064 ± 0.039 ± 0.030

.—

-

Table 13 : Measured values for heavy quark FB asymmetries^'^. They are not
corrected for BD mixing except the ALEPH result.

The averagrd and mixincj-ronrot.rd LEP value is'2J

(.4,,) = 0.126 ± 0.022
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4-3.5. Isolated photons in hadronir. events

Photon radiation in the final state allows to project a quark combination different
from usually observed since radiation is proportional to the square of the quark charges.
Schematically, with universal up and down quark couplings

T/, oc 3c d +2c u (180)

r , , n oc 3 Ql Q + 2 Ql cu

(181]

with cq - a2 + v2
q

The comparison of the two rates could be used to extract the couplings of the quarks
to the Z, provided the dynamics of photon radiation from (marks is well understood.

Photons are required to be isolated (typically in a cone of 20° half-angle) and
energetic (> 7.5 to 10 GeV). All experiments find slightly more photons than predicted
by the Monte Carlo simulation based on the JETSET generator'42'. Furthermore, the
statistics of a few hundred events is still too limited to make a significant test. Results
from OPAL'2'43! yield

T1111 = (333 ± 55 ± 72) MeV

rrfd = (358 ± 37 ± 48) McV

a long way from a precision test, unfortunately. For comparison

~ 85McV. (183)
.SAf

4.4. Charge asymmetry in hadronic Z decays'11'

4-4-1- What can be measured.

Let us consider the situation of a single quark flavour of charge Qf at the parton
level. The FB asymmetry

/•' _ Ii

Af - -L. -L- (184)
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causes the average charges produced in the forward and the backward hemispheres
and (Q?) to be different from zero

(Qj') = Qf Af
(185)

(Qf) = -Q1 Af

The average of the net charge1 flow is

{QfB) = (Qf - Qf)
(186)

= 2 Q1 Af

while the total average charge should vanish

(Q]) = (Qlj + Qf) = 0 (187)

At the Z pole

A1 = I À Af (ISS)

and summing up all flavours

(QFH) = ^X.Qf

3 A e

The quantity A1 is small and very sensitive to XtIi2Qw. On the contrary *4/ is large
and rather insensitive to siirQw (see Table 1 and figure 69). As an example, changing
XiH2Qw around 0.230 by .005 changes Af by 25 VA while A,, and AH are only affected
by 3.4 and 1.0 ''A. respectively. Furthermore, quark couplings have been measured in
neutrino scattering experiments. Consequently, a precise measurement of the quark
asymmetry provides information mostly on the electron couplings.
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Figure 69 : The. quantities A(:U,,i as a function of $in~9\y.

4-4-2- Charge of a jet

As quarks are nor observed directly, their charges have to be inferred from the
hadronic jet. The method''10'10I is based on the premise that there is a high probability
that the original quark is contained in one of the leading hadrons.

Schematically the situation is depicted in figure 70 where the initial quark qo picks
quark pairs q\q~\ from the vacuum giving birth to a qoqi meson and the cascade goes
on with the left over quark q\. The 2-body step, ô —* <7i + (<7o*7i) is characterized by a
probability depending on the fraction X\ of the ç() momentum taken by the new hadron
(<7o<7i )• The hadronic chain eventually connects the q0 and qQ quarks.

When a given event is cut in two hemispheres along the thrust (or sphericity) axis,
the total charge in each hemisphere can be measured. It should retain some memory of
the initial quark charge, but it. is certainly expected to show large fluctuations, mostly
because the hemisphere selection cuts along the random fragmentation chain. This is
shown schematically in figure- 71 for a «-quark jet. The situation improves, i.e. less jet
charge fluctuation, if the charge of a given particle is weighted according to some power
of its longitudinal momentum in order to enhance the information carried by leading
particles :

V Q, (pi. )"

Ç (PI.,)"
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Figure 70 : Quark-antiquark fragmentation in the Feynman-Fieïd modefl45'.

events

u-Jet charge
(Feynmaji-Field)
(unweighted)

O 1

M l î
u d d u

3 4
Qjei

Figure 71 : Schematic jet charge distribution : (a) raw charge ;
(b) momentum-weighted charge.

The choice (if n is dictated by the requirement of optimum sensitivity to the quark
charge : n = o is too sensitive to non-relevant low-energy particles, n = oo selects only
the leading particle and hence looses information, whereas n = 1 is n reasonable choice
within a rather wide range (.5 to 2).
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4-4-'I- The effective quark chargn

The quark charge Qf controls the charge asymmetry as given by Eq. (186). It is not
clear that the jet charge computation procedure will give Qj as a statistical mean. In
fact, realistic Monte Carlo studies show that the effective charge is significantly smaller
than the actual value. For example

Q[If = 0.42. Qr/f = -0-21 (191)

instead of Q11 = 1.33. Qd = -0.C7.
This fact is seen readily in figure 72 for Monte Carlo Z —» mi events.

1 dN
N

: ALEPH

: - 2

. i

"J

(J quark
forwarc

rl^''

• All Z

r
...,... ..-

°->u u events

^ u quark
forward

I
-1 .5 - I -0 .5 0

Qrs

0.5 1.5

72 : Simulated distribution of Qi-n for three. r.a.ieJ^ : (i) the quark in the
forward hemisphere is a n (cross-hatched) ; (U) the quark in the forward
hemisphere, is a u (dotted) : (in) the quark in the forward hemisphere is
cither a or u (unfilled). Arrows at ± | indicate the QyB values expected if
the quarks were directly observed.

^.^.^. Results

As seen in figure 73. the distribution for Qn) from ALEPH'"' is approximately
ganssian with a standard deviation CFQ ~ O.G. To the bare rye (Qmi) ' s v e lT close to
zero, however one should remember the large statistics involved (about 175000 events)
and the mean turns' out to be statisrically very well determined

(192)
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Figure 73 : Comparison of Qy^ and Qf distributions for data (black dots) and
Monte. Carlo (histograms) events, from ALEPH analysis^4].

At this level, one should worry a lot about systematic effects : effects which are
forward-backward and charge asymmetric can generate a. false effect, while those which
are forward-backward or charge asymmetric only dilute a real effect. For an example of
the first kind, one can look for a charge asymmetry in the measurement of momentum
dependent on the polar angle. Such an effect is indeed seen in.the TPC from a study of
C+e~ —y /i+/<~ events at the level of 0 to 40 (tin in the track sagitta which itself is about
4 min. This effect is known with a precision of 10 /im and produces an uncertainty of 2
10""' for (QFB)- Other effects, such as track losses, absorption, interactions, have been
carefully checked.

Finally, data and Monte Carlo simulation can be cross-checked in the total charge
measurement

(Qr) = 0.0014 ± 0.0013 (193)

with a standard deviation of O.GOS. identical within errors in data and in Monte Carlo.
The final result is

(QFH) = - ± 4.,,,,, 10" (194)

Preliminary results from DELPHI and OPAL have been recently presented'2' sup-
porting a significant value for the liadronic charge asymmetry.

Going from the asymmetry result to the electron coupling involves additional sys-
tematic uncertainties in the determination of Q/ which are studied by varying relevant
parameters in the Monte Carlo simulation of fragmentation processes. The result from
ALEPH (194) translates into the following values for the couplings

— = M).073 ± 0.024 (195)

in good agreement wirh ( 103) from - polarization.



5. PRECISE TESTS OF THE STANDARD MODEL IN THE NEUTRAL
SECTOR

5.1. Philosophy

5.1.1. Input and unknown paramr.trrn

As discussed earlier, calculât ions should ho performed in the Standard Model using
the host input, i.e. the hotter known parameters. These are

' n- ' (0) = 137.0359895 (Gl)

Gr = 1.16G3S9 (22) . 10~5 GrT-'"2 (196)

Mz = 91182 (22) McV

corresponding to relative precisions of 4 10~8, 2 10~5 and 2 10~4.
Still additional parameters are needed — «,,(Jl/£), mt and mn — to compute higher

order corrections. The strong coupling enters in QCD higher orders for the hadronio
rate : for any qq channel, we have at second order

rw = r £ > [ i + £ + i .4 (^y] (197)

Fortunately. c\H(M'^) can ho directly measured using LEP data from the ratio of 2
to 3-jet event rate (c + c~ —• qq c.s c+(~ —» qq tf)'2''

n,(M2
z) = 0.115 ± 0.008 (198)

when" the error includes experimental and theoretical uncertainties.
The other 2 parameters - m, and inn are truly unknown and should he varied

within a reasonable range of values giving an overall systematic uncertainty in the
calculations. Remember that the leading corrections are quadratic in mt, but only
logarithmic in n>n : so in practice only the uncertainty from tn, is relevant (for the
moment).

No other parameters are needed. The prediction for any observable should bo
computed primarily using n. Gy and M-/. with corrections using n.s and then leaving
m, and m/i as unknown parameters.

It should be remarked that in this approach. siirft\\- is no longer a fundamen-
tal ([uantity and could he in fact altogether avoided. It still remains an interesting.
but derived, parameter to compare différent results on fundamental couplings or from
mass relations. In this ca>e. we shall use the renorinalized quantity



5.1.2. Alternative*

Therefore two approaches are possible :

(i) test the Standard Model by combinat ions of observables using m, -independent
quantities

(ii) assume the validity of the Standard Model and use 77!(-sensitive variables to derive
the top quark mass from the consistency between the data and the predictions.

In the first approach, most of the mt-dependence can be absorbed into renormalized
couplings. For example, the leptonic width can be cast in this way :

r " =

Gy Ml
_2

Gy

24v/2 n
P (199)

à Mz [ ( 1 - 4 .ss 2 ) 2

4S Z2 cl

where « = rt(A/|). S(\ when expressed in terms of .<2. Tec is independent of m, : in
fact the ?ni-dependence is contained in the relationship between .s2 and s2 (Fig. 74),
and finally I"7 actual!}' depends on ;»,,

0.24

!OD

Figure. 74 •' >'U dr.pcndr.ncr of siv^Ow and sin*ftw in the Sirlin definition.

Quantities can be constructed which are explicitly m/-independent. This is the
ens*1 for

(200)
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which only depends on cv.s (this can be seen in figure 75 and 76) and

(201)

which depends on Q3 (and also Nv as we have seen).

2.0.
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Figure 75 : Contours of constant \ 2 for F/, as a function ofT(( compared to the Standard
Model prediction for various top masses (assuming nnu — 200 GcV). The
uncertainty resulting from the QCD correction is indicated by the error bars.
Data from ALEPtf26l
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Figure 76 : Same as m figure 69 for T;; as a function of
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5.1.3. Beyond the improved Born approximation

Some corrections have been calculated which cannot be absorbed in the improved
Born approximation. The effective lcptonic couplings may be written

de = ae (Ml) = -
S ! ' - , (202)
[ ve = ve(Ml) = - y/1 + Ap, [1 - 4(s2 + C,)]

where Ce is a flavour-dependent electroweak vertex correction'47^

Ce = 0.0007 (203)

and Apf is related to Ap by a vertex correction'48'49'

Ap1 = Ap+ C (204)

Finally the leptonic width also involves a correction K absorbing the running of the
Z self-energy across the resonance and some residual vertex corrections

T u = ( 1 + K — — ^ r - Z X i Il - 4(s* + Ce)I + 1 > ( 1 + — ) (205)

where the last term is a QED correction to the width itself. The quantity K depends
logarithmically on m, and nifj and is therefore relatively more sensitive to mH than
Ap^. There is no explicit Ap, dependence in the expression for Fu, while the Ap^
dependence remains in the relationship between s2 and Mz-

5.2. Precise tests

5.2.1. Test number 1 : symmetry breaking

(a) doublet structure of Higgs fields

The minimal Standard Model is based on one doublet of scalar fields. However, in
principle, the Higgs field structure could be more complicated. If several fundamental
(or effective) fields are involved, each with a vacuum expectation value i^ and a (/,, /3;)
isospin assignment, then we have at lowest order

? r ? f j . (J,-+ D-Jl1-I
L = L (206)

«'?
For any number of doublets

/)„ = 1 (doublets) (207)

while for triplets

/>„ = \ (triplets) (208)
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r
The present value of p very close to unity excludes a significant contribution from

triplets. Suppose a mixture of doublets (i>2) and triplets (v-i) then

The result (167) with the expectation (65) leads to

2 f - l j - Ap = 0.0024 ± 0.0054 (210)

where Ap is the leading electroweak correction given by (47) to (50). For not-too-large
top masses (mt < 200 GeV), Eq. (210) implies that triplet contributions are below the
15 % level.

For the remaining tests, we shall assume the minimal theory with po = 1.

(b) precise test of standard symmetry breaking

Going back to (205), it is possible to determine K. from experimental data using T((
and s2 from the lepton asymmetries. The value from ALEPH'25' is

K = - (1.6 ± 1.2)10-2 ( 2 1 1 )

and it should be compared to the Standard Model value

«SA/ = (0.35 ± 0.05 ± 0.16)10-2

top Higgs

corresponding to mass ranges of SO - 250 GeV and 50 - 1000 GeV for the top and the
Higgs, respectively.

At it is obvious from the errors quoted in (212), K is a quantity in fact rather
sensitive to the Higgs sector. The top-mass dependence has been drastically reduced
compared to the quadratic variation expected for Ap.

In fact, investigating the deviation between the measured K and (K)SM is a good test
of the standard breaking mechanism. This is shown in figure 77 directly on T(( vs. 5 .
The agreement with the Standard Model is good, however the data clearly rejects some
dynamical symmetry-breaking schemes such as Nr = 4 1-generation Technicolour'26-50'.

A more complete approach of this problem has been considered by several
authors'00-'3 ' . Since dominant loop corrections arc quadratic in m( and logarithmic
in mn. it is possible to isolate quantities which are relatively more sensitive to the
Higgs mass. Following the parametrization of Rcf [51], three quantities are defined
which can be measured from the basic electroweak variables.
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Figure 77 : ALEPH results^ on sin2Ow (obtained from lepton FB asymmetries, T po-
larization, hadron charge asymmetry and b FB asymmetry) vs. Ti, the leplonic width.
Predictions are given from the Standard Model (ranges in top and Higgs masses indi-
cated) and from a technicolour P^

Their values in the Standard Model are in the leading approximation

m 2

8TT2

e 2 —
GF Mffv

4TT2 Mz

z)
(213)

1 2 T T 2

It turns out that

mH\
6TT2 MZ)

K ~
c2 4TT

(214)

and therefore e3 can he similarly used to tost the Higgs sector of the theory. The
analysis^53' confirms the previous result from ALEPH using all LEP data as seen in
figure 78 (a). Adding other pieces of electroweak data [Mw, vN scattering and P
violation in atoms) does not change the picture and leads to a slightly more precise
comparison ( Fig. 7S (h)).
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Figure 78 : Ele.ctroweak measurements confronted to the. Standard Model predic-
tions^' : (a) LEP results only, (b) results from, LEP + Mw + neutrino + atomic
P-violation experiments. The predictions correspond to different values for the top mass
(numbers on the lines) and for the Higgs mass (different lines).

Concerning this last point, it is interesting that (.% can be determined both at LEP
(Q ~ 100 GeV) and in atoms (Q ~ 1 MeV, because relatively small distances are
relevant despite the atomic scale) and this comparison tests that no unforeseen Q2

dependence shows up in the symmetry-breaking sector'53' :

(0.07 ± 0.86)10-2

(-1.8 ± 1.8)10~2

(0.40 ± 0.04 ±0.12)10~2

top Higgs

(LEP)

(atoms)
(215)

5.2.2. Test number 2 : universality of fv.rm.ion couplings

(a) universality of leptonic couplings

The measurements of FD asymmetries and r polarization ran be used to derive
axial raid vector couplings for each leptnn species. The result is given in figure 79 for
ALEPH''2"' : it shows that lepton universality is well obeyed a' the 1 % level.
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Figure 79 : Effective vector and axial- oector coupling constants for e, /x and T
from le.ptonic widths. FD asymmetries and r polarization*-26].

(b) universality of siTi2Ow

The ratios of vector to axial couplings are given by well-specified functions of J2, up
to very small flavour-dependent corrections (CV factors). It is then possible to compare
the s2 values cxtractred from a large set of observables. This comparison is given in
Table 14 from l I

Measurement

lepton FB asymmetry

T polarization

quark charge asymmetry

hi) FB asymmetry

ce FB {!.symmetry

measured quantity

9

(If

(Pr)

(Q F B)

(A,,)

(Ar)

(0.2281

(0.2302

(0.2300

(0.2262

(0.2310

J2

±

±

±

±

±

0.0040)

0.0057)

0.0052)

0.0054)

0.0120)

Tab Iv. 14 •' Mf'MSurvmevi* of -" = s/ri~fl[\- from different electro weak observables
us ;<r,formed b,i
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T
Although the hatlron asymmetries involve both electron and quark couplings, it

is easy to show that they probe in fact only the electron coupling : for s2 close to | ,
the quark vector couplings arc large compared to the vanishing electron coupling, and
therefore the small measured quantity is controlled almost completely by the electron
coupling (Fig. 69).

The values in Table 14 can be combined to give the average .s2 value deduced from
the leptonic vector couplings

(•<-)i,,,,ons = 0.2285 ± 0.0025 (216)

To test the lepton-quark universality, one must use neutrino scattering data which
are only sensitive to u and d couplings'3'. The found value'54'

(.s'2),,.,, = 0.23C3 ± 0.005S ± 0.0050 (217)

unfortunately depends on wt% the second error corresponding to a mass range from 90
to 200 GeV.

We can conclude that sin26\\- values (used here only to probe the consistency of all
the measured couplings within the Standard Model description) measured for different
leptons and the light quarks are consistent at the 5 % level.

5.2.3. Test number S : consistency between couplings and masses

We have seen that s2 plays a role both in the fermionic vector couplings and in
vector boson mass relations. To derive a value from the masses independently of the top
quark mass, let us consider again Eqs. (205), (20) and (65). For a value of K given by
the Standard Model, the ratio TK/Mz is a function of .s2, where most of the dependence
comes from the Z mass.

Using the LEP average value for T(e from Eq. ( I l l ) , we deduce

(•s2)»,*,*» = 0.2317 ± 0.0013 (218)

in remarkably good agreement with the value (216) from the leptouic couplings.

5.3. Indirect determination of the top quark mass

The quadratic dependence of loop corrections to the W.Z propagators and the
high precision of the LEP data allows a determination of /77;. This procedure assumes
of course the validity of the Minimal Standard Model.

To understand how such a result can be obtained in practice, let us consider the
relationship !«'tween the observables. A2 and m,, ignoring for the moment the small
Higgs terms :

from .I/-/, Eq. (671I and I 69) s2r2 >x 1 — ait)2

from ——. Eq. i.66>. "î7i and |G9) A2 = 1 - ( 1 T r - ) + ' ' ' " ' i I T T I (219)

from r , , . E<|. (i:3Sl. i>'"". i i>7) and (69) .^Jr2 x 1 - ^ w2
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where a = Zs/2 G
16TT2

Since 32 is directly measured through asymmetries, it is easy to see that the con-
sistency between theory and all these measurements can only be achieved for a limited
range of mt values.

This is given in figure 80 for ALEPH data'26' where the Higgs contributions have
not been neglected (/?)// = 200 GeV). The int dependences obtained in (219) are clearly
visible in the figure. The consistency between data and theory indicates a top mass in
the range 100 - 200 GeV.

The analysis has been performed'55' using all available LEP results supplemented
by pp collider and neutrino data. The Higgs mass is fixed to 300 GeV and the full range
from 50 to 1000 GeV is explored giving a systematic error on mt. The value of a3 is
constrained in these fits to a3 — 0.118 db 0.008. Results for the top mass are given in
Table 15 where the impact of the different pieces of data are analyzed.

input data
LEP non LEP

all

Mz

Mz

all

—

Mw

P N

Mw + vN

w,(GcV)

i ^n + 2 9 + 2 0

J-O" —31 —22

14fi + 4 3 + 1 6

1 ^ 0 - 5 0 - 1 9

1 9 - +55 +17
1-iO - 5 6 - 2 0

144+23 +19
1*4 _ 2 6 -21

X2/DF

6.9/7

0.7/1

0/0

7.7/10

Table 15 : Results of top mass fits^ to data from LEP&K UA2 and CD&n\ CDHS
and CHARAfi3]. The. central value and the first error refer to MH = 300 GeV, fixed.
The second error gives the variation of the central value when m^ spans the range 20
- 1000 GeV. For LEP data, 'all' refers to the set of measurements : Mz. P^, F j , T((.
(A(), (Pr). (Apoi)' (-"M- (QFB) o,nd a.,. The parameters of the fit are : Mz, rnt and
AJ7s-

Some comments are in order :

the precise1 measurement of My1 from LEP is a necessary ingredient for all deter-
minations. The precision achieved so far is sufficient for this purpose
the détermination of w, is a priori less favourable for LEP compared to other data.
This is clearly seen in figure SO. However, the precision in the data overcomes this
fact and the LEP data leads to the most precise result on ivt

the 3 approaches (LEP, My1 + M\\-, M-/ + t'N) give remarkably consistent results
which can be combined
the uncertainty from the Higgs mass is significant. In fact. it. is comparable to the
experimental error. A low Higgs mass corresponds to a smaller value for nit.
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Figure 80 : Constraints on s2 versus rrit from different measurements
assuming mH = 200 0 I

Figure 81 gives the relative \ 2 value for the overall fit. A low Higgs mass and a
consequently lower top mass is seen to be slightly preferred, although this cannot be
considered significant. The found value for mt is recalled

+23 + 19\
- 2 1 / GeV
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Figure Sl : Relative \- variations as a fmiction of nit from, the analysis
of R.r.f [55J. for different fliqgs masses.
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Figure 82 : The quest for the top quark.

This is a prediction within the Minimal Standard Model. It confirms early indi-
cations that the top quark might be very heavy. This was the case when large B^Bj
mixing (see Section 7) and smaller than expected CKM matrix elements Vf,c and Vjn
were observed, pointing to a large In1 as t propagators are involved in flavour-changing
loops. Those hints could not be taken more quantitatively as hadronic uncertainties
enter in the calculations.

The fact that vit could be deduced from quantum loop corrections is a feat for the
Standard Model. This is possible because of the mass-dependent Higgs couplings which
are carried to the longitudinal vector boson couplings leading to Eq. (G9). Thus the
appearance of the quadratic n>t terms is intimately related to the symmetry-breaking
Higgs mechanism. A direct experimental confirmation of (220) is therefore of primordial
importance.

5.4. Prospects

5.J1A. Direct top search at FNAL

The present limit for the top mass at 91 GeY achieved by CDF'11' was based
on an integrated luminosity of 4.1 pi>~'. New data will be taken in 1992-93 with a
statistics potentially one order of magnitude greater. Figure S3 shows the expected
yield and the ranu;e of sensitivity foreseen. The final sensitivity depends on the presence
of backgrounds : if background shows up. as already indicated by one di-lopton event
(or is tins a top signal ?). the sensitivity will only increase as the square-root of the
luminosii v.
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Figure 83 : Expected U production in the FNAL collider
and the experimental range of foreseen sensitivity^56'.

FNAL has therefore a good chance to discover the top quark if its mass does not
exceed ~ 150 GeV. The precision obtained. Amt, depends on statistics and consequently
on m (.

5.4-2. Increased statistics at LEP I

The quoted analysis were based on 2 to 3 105 Z0/experiment. The statistics up
to the end of 1993 is expected to reach ~ 2 106 Z°/experiment with the luminosity
increase afforded by S bunches and better operation.

The statistical errors will shrink by a factor of 3 while systematic uncertainties
will also decrease (since more checks can be performed with larger statistical samples)
but probably by ;t smaller factor. The theoretical error on the luminosity (0.3 %) will
limit at some point and efforts should be made to reduce it further. For example,
the total error on cr\ should be halved, but the errors on Yff, T,,,,, F r r will still be
statistics-dominated.

5.Jf-S. Mca.iarummd.i of M\y

It is expected that M\\- will be bettor measured by CDF and DO. However a
qualitative improvement is foreseen at LEP II where the pair production of W
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W

allows Mw to be measured possibly with an accuracy AMw ~ 60 MeV. This is to be
compared to the present uncertainties > 300 MeV.

This value is also better than the precision on the derived W mass, within the
Standard Model, of the fits described in Section 5.3. yielding'20'

Mn- = (80.14 ± 0.19) GeV (LEP)

Mw = (80.11 ± 0.14) GeV (LEP + pp + vN)
(221)

5.4-4- Overall Standard Model fit with future LEP data

LEP future certainly includes : increased statistics at the Z0 resonance,
data and possibly polarized beams to measure (Am) (see Eq. (27) and (29)). In addi-
tion, one could hope for a direct measurement of mt at FNAL : a precise determination
could be an important constraint for the Higgs mass from the fits.

This point is clearly seen in figure 84 : a determination of mt with Am< = 5 GeV
would bring a significant information on m /f.
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AM1-OO

' AM,=5 GeV
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A

/ j
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^ /
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i y
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Fu]UTV. 84 : Pro.*j>cr.t,i for the determination of In1 and in n from loop corrections using
a full net of observable* from. LEP I. M\y and /l/j/, ' r>r> ' . The central values used are
m, = mi, = 150 GeV.
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For the example chosen, »?// would be determined with Am// ~ 75 GeV. While
the accuracy might still be rather weak, it would be enough to rule out a heavy Higgs,
for instance (or a light one, depending on the result).

It is interesting to investigate what are the most significant observables among the
complete set in these fits for the Higgs mass. The factor-of-merit for each observable is
given in figure 85 for two values of Amt. As long as Am( exceeds a few GeV (a likely
situation if the t quark is found at FNAL), it is the precision on mt which limits the
Higgs determination (as shown if figure 84). The next most important measurement is

- a fact emphasized also in Ref [57], followed closely by M\y, (P7-) and (Ab).

1^ rM An,-
01 rw A01

00V M. A0, M,

Figure 85 : The partial contr'-hniions to the \ 2 increase, of each, observable in the Higgs
mass/JfI55I when varying mn abound SOO GtV. The largest A \ 2 give the best sensitivity.

Qualitatively speaking, if m n > 100 GeV, we may be in a situation for the Higgs
at the end of the decade similar to the present situation for the top quark : a mass
value with a large error from electroweak fits, waiting to be confirmed bv a direct search
(LHC. SSC).

Before leaving this forecast section, it is worth iiiontioning that an c+e~ linear
collider in the 500 GeV range mi»;ht I»1 ;> very useful instrument indeed for the problems
at hand : firstly, the top mass would be determined with the needed accuracy (< 1 GeV)
and secondly a relatively low-mass Higgs would be cleanly found.
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6. DIRECT SEARCH FOR HIGGS BOSONS

6.1. Generalities

6.1.1. The standard Higgs boson

In the Minimal Standard Model, spontaneous symmetry breaking is required to
generate masses for the weak vector bosons and the fermions. This is achieved through
the Higgs mechanism thanks to a weak-isospin doublet of complex scalar fields. Three
field components are absorbed into the longitudinal W± and Z° fields, leaving one
physical scalar field associated with the neutral Higgs boson HgM.

All the couplings are fixed by gauge invariance (such as the ZZH coupling) or by
the Yukawa interactions for the couplings Hff which are proportional to rrif :

- ig Mw (Jw (222)

19 Mz g,,, (223)

19 m j (224)

where g is the SU(2)f, coupling.

The vacuum-expectation value of the Higgs field is determined •

= 246 GeV)
<J

However, the Higgs mass n>n remains unspecified. Theoretical bounds based on
the stability of the Higgs potential (triviality) have been derived'58', with an interesting
connection to the / quark masslVJb0'. Renormalization group equations provide a bound
on the Higgs mass depending on a physical cut-off A in the theory : the higher A. the
lower the bound i.e. wu < 170 GcV for A ~ 10"' GeV. Figure SG gives the allowed
domain for the Higgs mass depending on the mass of the t (mark, for different values of
A.
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Figure 86 : Allowed domain in the (mt, m^) plane from stability of the Higgs poten-
tial up to a cut-off A (values in GeV). The calculation use.' the renormalization group
equations with coefficients calculated at the 2-loop order*- *.

6.1.2. Pre-LEP searches

Many searches for the Higgs boson have been reported in the literature'61'. Nuclear
transitions explore the range of a few MeVs, while TT and A" decays are sensitive up
to a few 100 MeV. Significant limits have been obtained in T and 3 decays up to a
mass of about 5 GeV. These investigations have shown that a Higgs below a mass of 5
GeV is unlikely. However, no limit is strict in the sense that many uncertainties affect
the calculations of the relevant rates. This is because the considered processes involve
hadrons and the fundamental couplings have to be imbedded within hadron physics.
QCD corrections are usually unsafe at these scales.

Only one experiment'62' has produced an unambiguous, yet modest limit. Uring
the bremsstrahlung process in a beam-dump arrangement

- II

N -> t N H°

(225)
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the following range was excluded at 90 % CL

1.2 < mn <52 MeV (226)

from bounding the if e+e~ coupling.

6.2. Higgs phenomenology at LEP

6.2.1. Higgs production

Due to bose symmetry, Z decay to a pair H0H0 is forbidden. Other couplings
must be invoked and Higgs production on the Z resonance can proceed through the two
processes

Z -+Z Hc

L, (227)

(228)

(a)

(b)

f.W loop

Process (227) follows trivially from the Standard Model gauge coupling ZZH and
was first proposed by Bjorken as a possible decay of the Z resonance^63'. In this case
the / / system comes from a highly virtual Z*. The other reaction (22S) is theoretically
oven more interesting as it involves several couplings which are still unmeasured but yet
totally specified by the theory : ZH, Hit, ZWW, HWW and WW1. Therefore it would
constitute a good testing ground for gang» and Yukawa couplings. Unfortunately, the
rate is expected to be rather small, as shown m figure S7. and it is dear that a practical
Higgs search at LEP has to rely for the moment on the Bjorken process only.
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Figure 87 : Expected branching fractions for Z decay into the
Standard Model Higgs boson.

So the Z decay rate into H° ff spans a large range of values depending on rrifj :

m H ^ 0

m H ~ 60 GcV

T(Z

T(Z -»/x//)
10- 2

10~a - 10 - 6

A distinctive feature u£ i/° production is the large momentum taken by the H°
boson : the average (PH) peaks for mj{ ~ 35 GeV, being limited above by kinematics
(Fig. 88). It should be noted that for m H — 0 (pu) remains large, around 8 GeV. This
will be a useful feature in a low-mass Higgs search where the H° remains 'invisible1, but
for the large momuntum it carries.

0
m ,,(GeV)

Figure SS : The average Higgs momentum in the decay
Z —> / / H° as a function of

HG



6.2.2. Higgs decays

The phenomenology of Higgs decay is well understood as it is controlled by the
Yukawa couplings, favouring the decays into the heaviest possible fermions. The decay
rate follows easily from the coupling (224) :

T(H
GF

4TT\/2
/ / ) = T11S= cf mH ™) (229)

Decavs into 77 and gg can occur through fermion loops and weak-boson loops :

II

Il

As a result of the Yukawa couplings, the Higgs width increases very rapidly with
mass (Fig. 89) : below the inuon-pair threshold the Higgs is long-lived, while above the
decay occurs too fast to be measured directly. Figure 90 gives the average decay length
for the Bjorken process where the Higgs mean momentum increases from 8 GeV at zero
mass to 23 GeV at 35 GeV mass and then decreases again to zero at the kinematic limit
(Mz)- The 2/i threshold defines a sharp boundary between long-lived and short-lived
Higgs bosons.

1<T*

1 ' l i r n T l

1 -*-t rrrirl- ' 1 t i i I in i i

MH (GeV)

Fi.qv.rr. SO : Expected partial widths for Hifiijs decay in
the Standard ModeJhi>.
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Figure 90 : Mean decay length of Higgs bosons produced
through the Bjorken process.

6.2.3. Experimental strategies for Higgs search at LEP

Since the useful process is

Z -> Z* H"

*-» / / *-+ 77, 99, ff

the relevant parameters are the H° lifetime and the detected final states. The Z* final
states are given by approximately

(Z* : vv : qq = 0.1 : 0.2 : 0.7

and the Higgs properties depend on its mass, as discussed in the previous section. At
large Higgs masses (> 2m/,). the relative rates are

(H") T-T+ : qq = 0.06 : 0.94

the other leptonic rates being negligible.
These considerations leads to the search strategies given in Table 16.
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Higgs mass range

0 - 5 0 MeV

50-210 MeV

0.210 - 15 GeV

> 15 GeV

final states

Z* H°

e+e-

C+C- c+e-

(qq)

vv all

vv qq
C+C- qq

characteristics

H° invisible ; acoplanar pair

displaced vertex

monojet

monojet or pair of acoplanar jets
energetic leptons

Table 16 : Main search strategics for Higgs search in Z decays.

6.3. LEP results for Higgs searches at low masses

6.3.1. The low mass domain ?7?/y < 2mft

For very small masses, the long lifetime renders the Higgs 'invisible' and it must be
searched through the observation of missing energy and momentum. This is possible in
the processes

Z -> C+C-(H0) (230)

where the lepton is an electron or a niuon so that the kinematics can be reconstructed.
A good photon efficiency is required to veto the background from C+C~j(^) processes.

At larger masses, a clear signature is given by the observation of H° —» e+c~ inside
the detectors a.s a detached vertex. In practice, the detection of 2 close-by tracks is
enough a requirement to search for such events.

Z* H0

'—> VV '—> ( C~ (231)

Results using both approaches (acoplanar lepton pairs and short-lived decays) have
been ])ublishedlf"1'(>r>'(i'i'iT'iSl. They rule out the possibility of a light standard Higgs
boson (Fig. 91).
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Figure 91 : Expected event yield for Higgs bosons in ALEPH in the analysis of
acoplanar leptons using 2 methods matched to the Higgs lifetime^68'.

6.3.2. The intermediate mass domain (2mfl <mji < 15 GeV)

In this range, the Higgs lifetime is too small and unobservable. The main decay
channels are H° —> /*+//~. and H° —> qq, gg giving 2 hadrons for mH < 2 GeV and a
narrow monojet above. The most convenient channel is

Z -> \>vH°

L-• pair or monojet (232)

The precise final state depends on low energy hadron dynamics. However, the rates are
large and uncertainties are well under control. Results have been
published^4-68'69'70"71I. They exclude completely the existence of a Standard Higgs
boson in this intermediate mass range, as shown in figure 92.

Figure 02 : Expected ri'rvt. yield for Higgs bosons in ALEPH for intermediate
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6.4. LEP results for Higgs searches at large masses

6.4-1. The different channels

The larger mass range is eventually limited by rate, so it is important to achieve
the largest sensitivity. Several channels should be combined and acceptance must be
maximized. Table 17 gives the different possibilities with their relative rates and their
characteristic signatures, taking into account in particular the large Z fraction into all
vv types (20 %), the relatively large branching ratio for H° -+ T+T~ (6 %), and the
large r -* 1 -prong fraction (85.5 %). It is clear from Table 17 that the most powerful
channel is

I—• UV ' • (]à( (233)

and we shall therefore concentrate on this channel.

H decay

hadrons

hadrons

hadrons

hadrons
T + T-

T+T-

T+T-

'ZMecay'

hadrons

VV

e+e~,n+fr

T+T~

hadrons

VV

(+c-

relative rate(%)

65.8

18.8

6.4

7.4

1.2

0.6

signature

impossible

monojet mn < PH
pair of mH > P H
acoplanar jets

pair of energetic leptons
in hadronic event

pair of isolated charged
particles in liadronic event

acoplanar pair

4 — particle final state

Table n : Strategics for Higgs search at larger masses ( > 15 GW ) .

O.Ji.2. The dominant vv H° channel

Tho background to re:".'t.ion (233) is expected to be from hndronic Z decays

(234)
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and therefore the analysis will have to rely on a good mass reconstruction and on an
efficient jet reconstruction to take advantage of the missing energy and momentum
carried away by the vv pair (Fig. 93).

L3 has excellent hadron calorimetry based on uranium absorbers and streamer
tubes. Their mass resolution is 15 % for a 50 GeV Higgs, and the expected signal is
shown in figure 93.

A different approach is taken by ALEPH. Energy flow is reconstructed from charged
particles and K°s, A° (reconstructed in the TPC), from photons (observed in the elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter) and from neutral hadrons (measured in the calorimeters).

Figure 93 : The distinctive feature of Higgs production in the channel Z —+ vvH°
(H0 —• hadrons) is a missing momentum pmiss in a 2 or 3-jet environment.
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T
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r

30 70
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TOTAL ENERGY

Figure. 94 •' Total energy in hadronic Z events observed in the L3 calorimeter '.
Only the low energy tail is shown.

This procedure is possible because of the high 'granularity' of the different subde-
tectors which allows a proper association between tracks in the TPC and showers in the
calorimeters. Hadronic Z decays are reconstructed with a mass resolution of S GeV
(Fig. 95). A mass resolution of 11 % is expected for ;\ 50 GeV Higgs — a fea-
ture which has been experimentally checked using the rather similar radiative process
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Visible energy (GeV)

Figure 95 : Distribution of the visible energy in hadronic Z events as obtained with an
energy flow analysis by ALEPH^6S^. The Monte Carlo only includes Z decays.

Missing momentum could occur in hadronic Z decays from incomplete containment
of the event, from jet mismeasurement or a missing neutrino, from initial state radiation.
Schematically, the following steps are taken by the different analyses :

- events should be 'contained' in the detector (the jet axis should not point along the
beams)

- Pmiss should not be along a jet axis to avoid mismeasurement or neutrino escape
(acollinearity)

- Pmiss should not be along the beams (radiation)
- if 3 jets are produced, they should not be coplanar and pmi3S should not be along

the third jet
- finally, some cuts are necessary to remove 77 processes (visible energy, jet transverse

momentum).

6.4-3. Results using all channels

Many searches have already been published!6809'70-71). Here we report on the up-
date using a total statistics of 10('Z hadronic events. It is remarkable that no candidate
is found in all 4 experiments, indicating a rejection against hadrons of 10~b or less. It is
no less remarkable that the efficiency of the whole search procedure can be maintained
in the 50-70 % range, as shown in figure 90.
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Figure 96 : The overall efficiency of the LEP experiments for the -process Z —> vvH°
(H" —• hadrons) including detection, reconstruction and separation from background
(rejection < 10~6J.

Large efficiencies and good background rejection are also obtained in the more
constrained channels

Z^Z* H°
^ V - ^ hadrons (235)

giving a pair of isolated energetic leptons. Efficiencies are given in figure 97 for ALEPH.
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Figure. 97 : The overall efficiency of ALEPH for different final states in the
process Z-* H° Z^18I as a function of the. Higgs mass.
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No signal is observed by any of the experiments and mass limits are given in Table
18 using all possible channels.

In fact one candidate event was seen by DELPHI in the (e+c~ + hadrons) channel.
The observed mass was (35 ±5) GeV, but the presence of additional unmeasured tracks
in the forward region makes the Higgs hypothesis unlikely. Furthermore, a 40 GeV Higgs
would be produced at the level of 33 events in all four experiments taken together.

experiment

ALEPH
DELPHI

LZ
OPAL

io-3

X Nz-.), ad

287
210
220
270

efficiency
vvH°{%)

mH = 50 GeV

68
53
61
45

efficiency
e+e-H°(%)

m H = 50 GeV

71.5
48.5
G2.5
49

95% CL
m H limit

(GeV)

51
42

47.6
47.3

Table 18 : Lower mass limits (95 % CL) on the Standard Higgs bosom23'.

It is possible to combine the results of the LEP experiments bince no candidate is
seen at large mass. Given the individual efficiencies from the experiments, and assuming
no statistical correlation between the analyses, one concludes that the Standard Higgs
boson must be heavier than 57 GeV :

//?//> 57 GfV (95% CL) (236)

6.5. Prospects for the standard Higgs search at LEP

Till the end of 1993, the LEP Zù statistics is expected to increase by an order
of magnitude. Thus, the rate will be sufficient to extend the Higgs search range to
65 - 70 GeV. At this level, corresponding to a branching ratio less than 10~6 (Fig. 87),
backgrounds are likely to shovv up. For example, the (uv + hadrons) channel should
receive a contribution from Z —> bb with two semi-leptonic decays giving energetic
neutrinos. Also, the ((+(~ + hndroiis) channel will be contaminated by second-order
processes like Z —• C+C~qq.

These1 backgrounds will have ro he StU(Ii(Hl in more detail, but most probably they
are largely invducible.
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The Higgs mass limit achievable at LEP I is then likely to be between 60 and
G5 GeV. Going up further will require LEP II where the on-shell process

can be used. Here the Higgs boson recoils from a real Z0 providing a mass constraint.
A mass range up to 80-100 GeV will be opened up in 1994 when LEP operates close to
200 GeV centre-of-mass energy.

6.6. More complicated scenarios

The Minimal Standard Model achieves symmetry-breaking with only one Higgs
doublet. The electroweak phenomenology discussed in section 5.2. is consistent with
this weak-isospin assignment, but it does not constraint the number of doublets.

In fact, scenarios such as supersymmetry involve two Higgs doublets from the start
in order to achieve the fermion-boson symmetry.

Two-doublet scenarios require 3 neutral and a pair of charged Higgs bosons. They
have been extensively searched for at LEP without success. However, important con-
straints have been placed on such models. A detailed evaluation of these searches and
their results is given in Ref [23].
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7. SOME ISSUES IN THE CHARGED CURRENT SECTOR

7.1. Lepton universality and r

7.1.1. Phenomenology

(a) universality of the charged current

In the standard picture, the r particle is a 'sequential1 charged lepton associated
to its own neutrino vT to form a current universally coupled to the W field!35)

J«(T) = ^= ûVT 7 " ( l - 7 5 ) >'r (237)

where

(Jr =Slt=ge=g (238)

is the SU(2)i, weak coupling constant.
The W field couples to a universal lepton or quark current, leading to leptonic or

hadronic final states, respectively. Because the energy scale is low, hadronic states are
expected to exhibit resonant behaviour.

(b) leptonic channels

Tau decays into lcptons are similar to // decay :

w

giving a decay rate

T[r - vT (of) = %^\ f(yf) fl + i ^ r - l 6 (239)

whore
f{i,t) = 1 - Ry( + SyÏ - if, - 12?/? ^n y( (240)

)

and where b is the first-order radiative corre'-tion

1+ l A
2 - v 4 / (241)

= I - 4 . 3 U r 1
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The mass correction (240) reduces the muon branching ratio B11 compared to Beby
the factor

-± = 0.9728 (242)

(c) hadronic channels : IT and K

The rate for resonant «r, A' channels can be readily computed from TT, A* decays
using universality :

Vn,K

1 6 TT

7T,K

(243)

„) = [1--,]
Expressions for the A" cast1 an- obtained with the substitution

(244)

rntins of tlie rntrs to the elect nmic chnnnr] arc therefore very accurately pre-
dicted, i.e.

£ T _ OG - !

Dr Gj, mi mr nr,
(245)

or
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where 6n is the overall radiative correction' '2^ equal to 0.990. This leads to the following
values

(246)
-—• = 0.599 ± 0.002

-£- = 0.039

where the small uncertainty stems from the r mass determination'28'

mT =(1784.1 tH) MeV

(d) hadronic channels with G = +1

Final states X in the decay r —> vT X with G = +1 (even number of pions for
Cabibbo-allowed states) can be related by CVC to corresponding states with /3 = 0
produced in e+e~ annihilation.

(247)

o>

Through isospin rotation, one gets the useful relation'35'

B • fl

—- = 2 COS2Oc &x I x { l -
Be Ja

x)2(l + 2,r) Rx(-r) dx

with

rrt

(248)

where the point-like cross section is given by (3). The radiative correction <\\- is equal ' '2 '
to 1.024.
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Application of Eq. (248) to the dominant channel X = p yields'73-75)

Bn

B.
= 1.35 ± 0.05 (249)

where the uncertainty comes from e+e data*. Similar results can be obtained for the
multi-pion channels.

(e) hadronic channels with G = — 1

No reliable quantitative prediction exists in this case because it cannot be related to
known processes. The channel with 3 TT is expected to be dominated by the a\ resonance

a\ —> pw

and therefore
(250)

7.1.2. Previous experimental situation

(a) experimental conditions

Since the r + T~ final state involves at least two neutrinos and up to four, it cannot
be kinematically constrained. This means that all contaminating background must be
reduced to a minimum. At all energies, the background consists of lcpton pairs (fi+/i~
and mostly e+e~ because of t-channel photon exchange) and hadrons.

Hadronic background is essentially reduced by a multiplicity cut (see Section 3.3.).
Since the hadronic multiplicity grows with •/!, it is clear that this type of background
is much more dangerous at lower energies (SPEAR, DORIS, CESR) as shown in figure
98.

30 -

CM Energy

Figure 98 : Average, charged particle multiplicity as a function of <+<~ centre-of-mass
energy^''''. The arrows indicate the approximate, energy ranges of lower energy (+c~
machines.

* In Eq. (249). we have used the results of the Refs. 7J1 and 75 based on more
complete and recent e + r ~ data.
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99.
Bhabha background is also more severe at lower energies, as demonstrated in figure
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Figure. 99 : Background from e + e production for the T+T process^76'.

(b) branching ratio measurements

Ideally, r branching fractions could be measured easily in a luminosity independent
way. Since they are pair-produced, it is enough to tag one r decay and .to observe the
decays of the opposite one. In practice, this method runs into background problems
(hadronic and e+e~) or remains statistically limited if the r 'tag' is too restrictive.

In most cases, measurements rely on additional information. For example, the
'1 + 3' topology is considered to be rather clean from major backgrounds. Assuming
the 3-prong inclusive branching ratio B.\ to be known from an independent measurement,
one can derive the fractions of one-prong decays into r. //.. or hadron (X)

.V.\_, = 2£<r f.v3 Bx B^ (251 j

where e \^ is the corresponding selection efficiency.
Better still, ratios can be measured, independently from the knowledge of Z?:*. i.e.

f ' : >

B1. «=,,3
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Absolute determinations can be achieved, for example in Ref. [77] if a final state
with small background and reliable efficiency can be measured with the luminosity
determination. This is the case for the e/x channel

Xe^ = 2 C a fe /1 Be B11 (253)

combining (252) and (253) allows Be and Btl to be separated, hence also Bh.
To be less dependent on absolute (small) efficiencies and less vulnerable to sys-

tematic effects, it is more interesting to take a global approach of the problem'78-80'.
Obviously, it requires large efficiencies and small backgrounds, conditions which were
not ideally met before LEP.

Going into more experimental details, it is clear that, in order to separate and cor-
rectly assign r decay final states, charged particle identification and J/TT0 reconstruction
capabilities are critical items and should be very well understood.

(c) the "one-prong problem"

It is not too surprizing that the overall experimental situation regarding r decays
is far from being satisfactory. A large set of complicated measurements is used to derive
'world averages"'28' with the danger of possibly overlooking systematic effects between
experiments or even worse, common to most experiments.

The 'one-prong problem''81'3] is the observation that the sum of exclusive branch-
ing ratios J5, for one-prong channels is smaller than the corresponding one-prong in-
clusive fraction Bj. It must be realized that all these measurements are made in a
more-or-less independent way and therefore what is tested here is whether or not all
exclusive r decays have been (correctly) accounted for.

Using the weighted world average values from Ref. [28], supplemented by prelimi-
narv new results'8"- shown in Table 19, this deficit amounts to

= BB'( ~Yl Bi (1 prong)
(254)

= (6.7 ± 1.3) %

X
C~Vt

K~
l>~
A*—

TT- > 3TT°

small modes
sum

Di

World average B\ (%)
17.SS ± 0.25
17.45 ± 0.2S
11.00 ± 0.42
0.G7 ± 0.23
22.31 ± 0.G1
1.11 ± 0.10
7.77 ± 0.57
0.7S ± 0.29
0.50 ± 0.50
79.5 ± 1.2
SG.2 ± 0.3

Table 19 : World average r branching ration into i'r X final states and. 'one-prong
problem'. The values for the small modes ( TT~7r"i/. ( KKx)~. ( A'TTT)", A'~ A*" ) arc taken
from experiment and/or Cl T" predictions iiihen data are not available.
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Results (254), if true, would represent the possibility of new physics in r decays.
Before embarking on wild speculations, it is very worthwhile to examine the experi-
mental situation and even better, perform more reliable analyses with consistent data
sets.

7.1.3. ALEPH overall analysis of r decays

(a) experimental aspects

As emphasized in Section 3.3.2., the T+T~ final state can be selected with a large
efficiency and a small contamination from backgrounds. For the branching ratio analysis,
additional cuts are applied against hadronic events (Z —* qq), resulting in a selection
efficiency of 84.5 % within the detection solid angle corresponding to a geometrical
acceptance of 85.7 %. The total background contamination is 2.4 % with only 0.24 %
from hadrons.

Next particle identification is applied to charged particles using ECAL energy de-
positions in the 3 stacks, HCAL track pattern and ^E 'm the TPC (see Section 2.2.).
A maximum likelihood method is applied to decide on the particle type : using all
the relevant discriminant variables in the detector, probabilities are constructed for the
detected particle to be an electron, a meson or a hadron, respectively Pe, P11 and Pf1.
Since the sum must add up to unity, it is possible to plot these probabilities in a Dalitz-
like diagram where the 3 particle types are found in the corners of a triangle. Figure
100 shows this distribution for all 1-prong r decays both in data and in Monte Carlo
simulation.

I 103-

' 0 6

Figure 100 : Triangular plot for the identification probabilities of charged particles in
!-•prong r decay* for (a) data and (h) Montr. Carlo m ALEPIv ' ' .
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It is possible to check the identification method by looking at known samples of
electrons, muons and hadrons from data : figure 101 shows that the agreement is good.

Figure 101 : Check of particle identification m.ethod in ALEPH using known samples
of (a) electrons from Z —* r~i~e~. (b) muons from. Z —* [i+[i~ o.nd (c) pions from

(JUT

The next step in the analysis is the reconstruction of photons in the electromagnetic
calorimeter. Photons down to an energy of 250 MeV are reconstructed even close to a
charged particle owing to the excellent granularity of ECAL. Photon pairs are combined
to find 7T° candidates as shown in figure 102.

In order to make absolute? measurements, it, is necessary to know the number of
produced TT events. This is achieved assuming lepton universality and using the number
of observed te. and /(// pairs. The produced r-pair sample is about 8500 events and it
is known with a precision of 1 '/<.
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Figure 102 : Invariant mass distribution of two photons in r decays as
observed in ALEPH\83i, showing the n0 signal.

(b) results on inclusive branching ratios

An efficiency matrix is set-up using Monte Carlo in order to caracterize each event
topology regarding charged particle. Using the observed rates for each topology, it is
possible to solve for all inclusive branching ratios into 1, 3 or 5 charged particles, not
imposing that their sum should add up to one.

The results arc :

Dj = (85.45 t°0f3 ± 0.48) %

Bj = (14.35 1°;*° ± 0.23)% (255)

Dj = (0.10 1";^ ± 0.03) %

with an additional common relative uncertainty of 0.52 % from the normalization of the
sample.

Since the values are absolute, it is possible to investigate the existence of new decay
modes which would be undetected in the analysis. Such a possibility would require very
special properties of these decay modes since the momentum acceptance covers the
whole range from 100 MeV to 45 GoV. The sum of the 3 modes in (255) shows that the
measured channels represent a complete set,

]T Bf = (99.90 ± (0.70),„„ ± (0.3I),,,,, ± (0.52),lorn, ) % (25G)
i = l .T. S

Therefore, using only lepton universality in the neutral current sector, undetected
deeav modes have to be smaller than 2.1 'A at 93 % CL.
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(c) results on exclusive branching ratios

Each T decay is classified according to the number of charged particles, their type,
the number of photons and of 7r°'w reconstructed from photon pairs. Again Monte Carlo
is used to determine1 the efficiency for reconstructing each channel defined in this way
and the feedthrough from other channels.

A separate analysis is done using only reconstructed 1K01S with a reduced efficiency
for multi-7T° states. No evidence is seen at the 3 % level for photon sources different
from Tt0's and radiative effects.

The final results are given in Table 20 and compared to the world average. Large
discrepancies are observed especially in the 37r and n 2n° modes (a\ ), but also in the p
channel.

channel
eve

h
h(K* subtracted)

Tnr°(K' subtracted)
h2ir°

h2ir°(K* and iru subtracted)
7r27r°(modes with K subtracted)

/ I>3TT°

Zh
37r(modes with K subtracted)

Zh > ITT0

57r>07T°

this measurement
18.09±0.64
17.35±0.55
13.32±0.55

(12.55±0.55)
25.02±1.09

(24.56±1.09)
10.53±1.05

(10.23±1.05)
(9.85±1.05)
1.53±0.61
9.49±0.72

(8.93±0.74)
4.95±0.71
0.10±0.05

world average
17.9±0.3
17.4±0.3

11.6±0.4

22.3±0.6

7.8±0.6

0.8±0.3
7.5±0.4

5.3±0.4
0.113±0.027

Table 20 : Comparison br.tvxxn ALEPH exclusive branching ratio.^8^ mid the world
average, values. The values in parentheses are obtained after small corrections for minor
decay modes feeding into the. given channel.

It, should be noted that the "!obal method used in ALEPH is very constrained.
Although some feedthrough exist,- Detween the /; and <i\ channels, their sum is well
determined and exceeds the world average value by 4.7 %.

(d) comparison with theory and conclusions

The predictions given in Section 7.1.1. can be compared with the ALEPH results.
TaI)Ie 21 presents such a comparison. Except for the (TT -f- A") channel which is a bit
high (but still consist(1Ht, statistically), there is a very good agreement.
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ratio
BuSu/Ba.

BhIBeS;t

B^/Bj;.
i W /BeP.
B^hifi/B^,

Average

this measurement
0.959 ± 0.043
0.694 ± 0.038
1.358 ± 0.074
0.085 ± 0.034
0.274 ± 0.040

theory
0.973

0.645 ± 0.007
1.36 ±0.05

0.069 ± 0.005
0.261 ± 0.019

exp/theory
0.986 ± 0.044
1.076 ± 0.060
0.999 ± 0.066

1.23 i 0.50
1.05 ±0.17

1.015 ± 0.031

Table. 21 : Comparison between ALEPH T branching fractions and
well-founded theoretical predictions.

Finally, the two channels 3~ and n 2rr° are consistent with the dominance of the
«i —» pi: resonance as seen from the mass distributions. Although their rates are not
predicted by theory, their ratio agrees with the isospin-invariant value of one :

a*- = 1.08 ± 0.14 (257)

In conclusion, the measured exclusive branching ratios show a good internal consistency
and do not require extra decay modes beyond the expected ones. Furthermore, they
agree with the theoretical predictions.

In short, the ALEPH results provide evidence against the previously claimed 'one-
prong problem" or more generally the completeness problem of r decay channels.

This is illustrated in figure 103.

ALEPH (quasi-exclusive)

ALEPH (exclusive)

World Average —*—

CELLO

ARGUS

0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1.05

Sum

Figure. K)H : The ,tarn of exclusive T tlt-cays «..s- vifa.tv.rcd by ALEPH nn.d other exper-
iments. In ease* other than ALEPH. small branching fractions corresponding to un-
measured channels (i.e.. i>x~\}. I'KKTT...) have been added usmq CVC or measurements
from other experiments.
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r

7.1.4- Tau lifetime.

(a) methods

Several classical methods are used to measure the r lifetime (Fig. 104) :

- impact parameter distribution in 1-prong decay
- flight decay distance for 3-prong decay where the decay vertex can be directlv

reconstructed

(a) 1-prong impact parameter

TT direction

(hrust axis

I interaction point
C beam spot centroid
D decay point
8 impact parameter

(b) 3-prong vertex

3-prongs

L ilight decay path (estimator]

Figure. 104 •' Classical methods for T lifetime determinations.

Both methods require the mean beam spot position as an estimate of the real inter-
action point. Besides the uncertainty related to the interaction point, the methods are
sensitive to different sources of systematic effects, for example related to the estimated
T direction in !-prong decays. Distributions are given in figures 105 and 10G.
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Figure 105 : The 1-prong signed impact parameter distribution for the 1990 OPAL date
compared to the. Monte Carlo distribution shown on (a) linear and (b) log
scaled.
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Figure 106 : The. maxim am likelihood fit to ,'f-prong dixay length in
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To be insensitive to the largest systematic effect, a new approach was developed
by ALEPH. Only events in which the two T'S decay into 1 prong are selected and the 2
signed impact parameters (I+ and d^ relative to the beam spot centroid are considered
(Fig. 107).

1-prong N.
T" decav '

1-prong
X+decay

T+X" direction

Figure 107 : Signed impact parameters and azimuthal correlations
in ALEPH method for r lifetime in 1-1 events.

The difference between (I+ and </_ is proportional to the relative angle A<f> of the
two tracks in the plane transverse to the beam (Fig. K)G).

Then

(L)Ae

/ifCT sinO A(J)

fi-ycT X

(258)

The linear relationship between X and Y yields the lifetime r without resorting to
Monte Carlo and without knowledge of the r+r~ direction. However, the beam centroid
contributes twice to the error, but it is of statistical origin.
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Results are given in figure K)S.

-0.10

-0

(a)

3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3

X

Figure 108 : Distributions {or the variables X and Y defined in Eq. (258) and used in
ALEPH T lifetime analysis^ :
(a) Monte Carlo simulation assuming perfect resolution,
(b) data.
(r.) the linear relationship between Ci') and X giving the. measured lifetime.
Back.grou.nd contribution is expected, (and seen) at large \X\ values.

(h) results

First measurements from LEP are published'"'1-87!. A compilation with other
results!28-1"' shows a good consistency : it is given in Table 22.
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Source

previous average

CLEO

ALEPH

DELPHI

L3

OPAL

average LEP

overall average

Tr (fs)

303 ± 8

310 ± 17

291 ± 13 ± 6

314 ± 25

309 ± 23 ± 30

308 ± 13

302 ± 9

303.3 ± 5.6

Ref.

28

40

85

86

87

84

Table. 22 : Recent r lifetime remits.

(c) test of universality

From Eqs. (239) to (241), it is possible to use r lifetime and leptonic branching
ratio to test universality of leptonic charged current couplings in Eq. (237). Indeed

\fhJ \inj
(259)

giving

^ - = 1.029 ± 0.013
HT

(260)

where the relative contributions of the errors is 0.9 % from r r , 0.7 % from De and
0.5 % from mT (Fig. 109).
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Figure 109 : Test of unive.rso.lity of leptomc charged current couplings between ^i and T
decays. The grey area corresponds to the. universality hypothesis taking into account the
T mass uncertainty.

At face value, the result in (260) is more than Ia from universality. Before one gets
too excited about a breakdown of universality implying new non-standard r interactions,
it is worth emphasizing that no single experiment can establish a violation on its own
and that the whole effect comes in the averaging. So again, let's be cautious about
overlooked systematic effects common to several experiments and biasing the results.
Results from some experiments are given in Table 23.

Exp.

ALEPH

OPAL

CLEO

IiL
9r

1.002 ± 0.030

1.051 ± 0.030

1.009 ± 0.037

Ref.

83,85

S4.88

40. S2

Table 23 : Ratio of /i to T charged current coupling from, r lifetime and electronic
branching ratio measurements. Only a few representative results are given.

New precise measurements of the r lifetime with silicon-strip vertex detectors at
LEP should improve the experinient.nl situation. Also better bnuichinp; ratio determi-
nations should become available with mon" statistics. At that, point, one will start to
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F
worry about how well we know the r mass : the result used, Eq. (247), comes essentially
from a single experiment (DELCO). A new measurement, based on a fine-step energy
scan should be available soon from BEPC in Beijing'89'. So I would expect the situation
to clarify itself (one way or the other ...) in the coming months.

7.2. Quark mixing and BB oscillations

7.2.1. Phenomenology

(a) oscillations of neutral mesons

It is well knwon that flavour changing weak interactions induce a mixing between
A'0 and A*0 states. This property is general to any couple of a neutral meson and
its antiparticle which are stable against the strong interaction. Here, we develop the
notation with the familiar A'0 A'0 system.

From a gi\en initial state, the time dependence of A'0 and 7v° components is given

°(t)) (t) | A ' ° ( 0 ) ) + (t) \K°(/))|A'U(*)) = <j-(t) \Ka(O))+g+{t) |A

with

" L J

The mass difference Am between the physical states A'£ and Kg is responsible for
oscillations in the A"° or A'° probabilities. Oscillations are quantitatively controlled by
the parameters AF = F/, — F.? and Am = m/, — m.s, i-p- large parameter values induce
large mixing.

Defining

Am
r (262)

_ AF y '

with

one can compute the time-inteoTated probability for a A" to oscillate into a A0 , char-
acterized by a mixing parameter r

- A"") . r 1.'/-(0I2 dt P +,/
P ( A ' " - A " » ) ,Ç\u+(t)\* tit 2 + j - 2 - j / 2

Mixing is maximal if r !Ij)PrOiIcIi(1S unity, in one of the two possibilities

or r — o c (2G4)
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One often defines another parameter \ giving the absolute probability of A'0 oscil-
lating to A"0

P(A"0

X P(A'0 - , A

Maximal mixing is achieved when \ = T,.

(b) A0A'0 mixing

A"0)
(265)

Because of the very few channel.s open in K decays, a large lifetime difference occurs
between A'°-v and A'° (because K- states in C-Q are CP-even the main decay channels
open are K3 —* •KIT and A'° —» 37r. with the second thereby suppressed by phase space)

GOOTL (266)

Therefore in K"K0 system, y ~ —1 and the mixing is close to maximal
(r/\ ~ 0.993). This is obvious from (2GG) since after the A'", component has decayed
away, it remains an equal mixture of A" and A'" independently of the initial conditions.

(c) heavier systems

In such cases, particular kinematical suppressions do not occur as many channels
are open which are in general not even CP eigenstate.s. In fact, CP eigenstates are even
suppressed as they are Cabibbo-forbidden. As a consequence, AF is expected to be very
small and

r ~ (267)

The mixing behaviour is therefore controlled by the mass splitting Am.
For the D0D0 system, Am is dominated by long-distance hndrouic effects'90' which

turn out to be quite sensitive to SU(3) breaking effects. Estimates for the mixing
parameter are probably not so reliable, but they point nevertheless toward very small
values, i.e. ro of order 10 '. The D0D0 oscillations will be difficult to observe at this
level.

(d) B0B0 mixing

On the contrary, the B[lBi] mass différence1 is controlled by the short-distance pro-

cess

W
•d,s

W



In fact, the early observation of D°dD°d mixing by ARGUSl91' and CLEO(92I
(.Trf = 0.72 ± 0.13) required a heavy top quark (> 50 GeV).

A larger mixing can be expected in the B®B® system. Indeed, from the t exchange
box diagram, one has

a (Ln±X
'- ~ UBJ

(268)

where the fg, are hadronic decay constants and the Ui1 are Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) matrix elements. Estimates'93! yield possibly large xa values

3 < .r, < 18

implying that \ s is larger than 0.45 (Fig. 110).

(269)

10

Figure 110 : The oscillation probability \ for a heavy meson as a function
of the parameter x ~ ^r-.

Summarizing the situation to be expected in heavy neutrnl meson \systems. Table
24 gives typical values for their respective x ;md y parameters.

meson system

A'" A'"
D"D[)

DW

X

0.055
~ 0
0.7
10

-0.907
~ 0
~ 0
-0.1

Table. 2^ •' Typical rnlii.cn for the x and y in.ixinq parameters in
flic fit VT o u s il entrai wesov- si/stcitis^ ' 1I .
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7.2.2. Measurements of BB mixing at LEP

(a) introductory remarks

In e+e~ annihilation at, high energies, and LEP in particular. D0B0 are not pro-
duced singly as in T(4S). They are accompanied by other fragmentation products of the
b and b jets. Furthermore, D^ and B^ are produced incoherently with respective weights
fa and f3. The mixing probability at LEP is therefore not a fundamental quantity

\ = fd Xd + U (270)

and it depends on the phenomenological fractions /,;,„ of B\ and D^ production in the
hadronization of a b jet.

We should aim at extracting separately \j and Y.« which are the fundamental
parameters for this problem. So far, fd and fs are not known independently from
experiment and an estimate for their values comes from hadronization phenomenology
in the jet fragmentation programs like LUND.

Typical values are

(271)
fd - 0.37

/., ^ 0.15

the rest of the fragmentation occuring in the charged D1, states and also b-baryons.

(b) measurements with like-sign di-leptons

The production rate of same-sign di-leptons in opposite jets is a measure of \
(Fig. I l l ) after appropriate cuts in lepton momenta and transverse momenta, as dis-
cussed previously in Section 4.3.2.

Figure. Ill : A sarnr.-sifpi di-lr.pton event produced by the oscillation
of ii. neutral D meson m to a D.

Unlike the situation when- the B{) B" arc produced in Y(4S) decay IU

a C — -1 J = 1 state, at LEP the two mesons arc produced ineohrmith' (together
with many other hadronsl. The fraction of like-sign events when the leptons come from
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the primary b decay (as selected by p, pf cuts) is

N(C+C+) = N(C~C

N(CC) = 2\(l-v) (272)

The results of the LEP experiments!95'40! are given in Table 25.

Experiment

ALEPH

L3

OPAL

average LEP

Y

0.132 ± 0.022^0
1,5,

0.178 +o;°to ± 0.020

n i^n +o°44 +0.010
U.J.UU _(j 038 -0.015

0.143 ± 0.018 ± 0.015

Table. 25 : Measurements of \ at

(c) a measurement with lepton-jet events

using same-sign di-lepton events.

Since the dominant contribution to the uncertainty in the \ measurements in Table
24 is given by statistics, ALEPH tried another approach yielding more statistics. On
one side, a lepton is required and its sign fixes the nature of the D(D) at the time of
decay. On the opposite side, the mean electric charge of the jet is determined along the
lines discussed in Section 4.4.2. (momentum-weighted charge) which is related to the
corresponding initial b(b) charge.

From the Monte Carlo simulation, it is possible to get the charge distribution from
b-jets under several conditions (Fig. 112). However, several effects must be looked
at. On one hand, when a h fragments into non-oscillating b-hadrons (D+. Aft) or into
unmixed Z?"\s, rather similar mean charges are observed. On the other hand, if Bl> is
allowed to oscillate, a different, charge distribution is expected. This effect is certainly
dependent on the detailed dynamics of the relevant B or D decays because of the
weighting procedure. In particular, jets leading to 2?" or D^ contribute differently to
the mean charge. Therefore, the mixing parameter \" obtained in this way corresponds
to a slightly different admixture of the two species.

The results is'10J

\ ' =

So. although statistics is
on the jet charge method.

0.129 ± 0.019l";"'ôî! (271)

;. the error is now dominated bv systematic effects
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Figure 112 : Quark-signed jet charge distribution for b jets containing
(a) non oscillating b-hadrons (B+, A(J
(b) unmixed B0 's
(c) mixed B° \« and B0 's

7.2.3. Consistency with the Standard Model and outlook

We have essentially three pieces of information : ineasuremeuts of \d atT(4S).
measurements of \ = fd\,, + fs\.H at LEP (and also UAlI96I and CDF^97I with larger
uncertainties), and the prediction from the CKM matrix (with uncertainties from large-
distance hadronic physics).

From Eqs. {'267) and (2CS). it is possible to obtain this prediction in the ( \ s , \d)
plane :

W =
1 - 2 ( 1 -<r)\.

(272!

where

•!'.•>
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is given by Eq. (268) and is of order 0.1. Taking uncertainties into account, the
prediction becomes the dark area in figure 113.

0.50

0.40 -

0.30 -

0.20 -

0.10 -

0.50

Figure 113 : (xd, Xa) plane with ARGUS-CLEO Xd determination^'92J, x measurement
from like-sign dileptons in LEP^0* and the Standard Model prediction (dark
area/94!.

Together with the \d measurement of ARGUS-CLEO, the range in Xs predicted
by the Standard Model is quite restricted (Xs > 0.45).

The third piece of information, \ from LEP (dominated by the ALEPH measure-
ment), agrees very nicely with this picture. Statistics is still limited but the data clearly
prefer large Xs values. Using realistic errors on fd and fs

ALEPH findst94'

fd = 0.375 ± 0.050

/ , = 0.150 ± 0.050

= 0.46 ± 0.27

(273)

(274)

in encouraging agreement with the theoretical prediction. In fact, using all LEP di-
lepton measurements, it is found'95!

\ , > 0.14 at 90 % CL (275)

More statistics fit the Z peak will certainly improve the situation on B0B0 mixing,
opening the way for a more precise test of the Standard Model in the quark charged-
current sector. Eventually, the understanding of the CKM matrix is linked to the
problem of CP violation. If the LEP statistics will probably fall short of what is needed
to discover directly CP violation in the B{)Bn .system, it will nevertheless pin down
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more precisely the parameters of the CKM matrix, in particular the CP-violating phase
6. Measurements of the actual oscillation pattern (unlike the time-integrated mixing
discussed so far) with precise vertex detectors to reach the B^(B^) decay point, will be
the next step in the game.

The statistics needed depend strongly on xa : if X3 = 5 then a 10 % accuracy on X3

could be achieved with 5 106 Z hadronic decays'98'. A simulation of possible oscillation
patterns is given in figure 114, to end on a futuristic mood.

Mps)

Microvertex dependent limit

Figure Hl1 : B°s oscillation "patterns for different xs values as a function of proper time.
The larger error bars refer to a statistics of 2.5 107 Z decays as could be delivered by a
high luminosity upgrade of the LEP ' '
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is too early to conclude on electroweak physics at LEP. On one hand, much has
been done - in fact more than was expected at this level of integrated luminosity. The
Standard Model has faced its most stringent tests so far : agreement between data and
theory is observed at the the 1 % level in most of the tests performed. On the other hand,
the Z° statistics at LEPlOO is expected to increase by about an order-of-magnitude and
the tests are going to be further refined. As previously, this achievement will require
coordinated work from accelerator physicists, theoretical physicists, together with the
experimental community at LEP.

At this stage, the Standard Model appears very well-founded and tested up to its
quantum corrections. The Higgs symmetry breaking is indirectly, but very precisely
tested, essentially through the p parameter. Direct evidence for physical scalar states
is still missing but, for the first time, unambiguous searches have been performed.
Not surprizingly, the Higgs boson must be heavy -heavier than 57 GeV. which is a
spectacular result at the current luminosity level. The family universality is tested at
the 1 % level and the number of families is equal to 3 : these findings are crying for
an explanation which, for the moment, escapes our imagination. A definite prediction
is emerging for the top quark mass from radiative effects. The results of the search
underway at FNAL are eagerly waited for.

The T lepton appears more conventional after the studies at LEP which enjoy high
efficiencies and negligible backgrounds. The r — uT charged current interaction is consis-
tent with the universality property built in the Standard Model and the phenomenology
of T decays, once unclear, is now well understood.

Progress will require still more precise determinations nt LEPlOO with higher lumi-
nosities and experimentation with LEP200 as a unique opportunity for Higgs searches
below 100 GeV. SUSY particle searches, and W studies as further complementary tests
of the Standard Model.
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